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THE GEOMETRIC AVERAGE SIZE OF SELMER GROUPS OVER FUNCTION
FIELDS

AARON LANDESMAN

ABSTRACT. We show, in the large q limit, that the average size of n-Selmer groups of elliptic
curves of bounded height over Fq(t) is the sum of the divisors of n. As a corollary, again in
the large q limit, we deduce that 100% of elliptic curves of bounded height over Fq(t) have
rank 0 or 1.

1. INTRODUCTION

One recent goal in arithmetic statistics is to determine the average size of n-Selmer
groups. The majority of results in this direction have concentrated on the regime n ≤ 5.
The goal of this paper is to describe the average size of n-Selmer groups, in the large
q limit, for arbitrary n, over function fields of the form Fq(t). To start, we recall the
following conjecture on the average size of n-Selmer groups.

Conjecture 1.1 (Bhargava–Shankar [BS13a, Conjecture 4], Poonen–Rains [PR12, Conjec-
ture 1.4(b)], and Bhargava–Kane–Lenstra–Poonen–Rains [BKL+15, §5.7]). When all ellip-
tic curves are ordered by height, the average size of n-Selmer groups is the sum of the
divisors of n.

So far, Conjecture 1.1 has been proven for 2, 3, 4, and 5-Selmer groups over Q by Bhar-
gava and Shankar [BS15a, BS15b, BS13a, BS13b], for 3-Selmer groups over Fq(t) by de
Jong [dJ02], and for 2-Selmer groups over function fields by Hồ, Lê Hùng, and Ngô
[HLHN14]. These proofs all depend on specific geometric descriptions of n-Selmer el-
ements for n ≤ 5 and seem difficult to generalize to n > 5. There have also been predic-
tions for the full distributions of n-Selmer groups in [PR12] and [BKL+15].

We now restrict our attention to global fields of the form Fq(t) with char(Fq) 6= 2.
For any elliptic curve E over such a field, there is a unique d so that E can be written
in minimal Weierstrass form as y2z = x3 + a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3, where
a2i(s, t) ∈ Fq[s, t] is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2id, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (see §2.1).
Define the height of E, notated h(E), to be this value of d.

We next define several notions of the average size of the n-Selmer group. Let T
be a function sending isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over Fq(t) to R. Letting
Seln(E) denote the n-Selmer group of E, one relevant such statistic is # Seln, given by
E 7→ # Seln(E). Letting E range over isomorphism classes of elliptic curves over Fq(t), the
average size of T over Fq(t) for elliptic curves of height up to d, if it exists, is then

(1.1) Average≤d(T/Fq(t)) :=

∑
E/Fq(t), h(E)≤d

T(E)

#
{

E : E/Fq(t), h(E) ≤ d
} .
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In Conjecture 1.1, “the average size of the n-Selmer groups” over Fq(t) can be formulated
as limd→∞ Average≤d(# Seln /Fq(t)). While this may be challenging to compute for gen-
eral n, we can try to determine this by first taking the limit in q, and then taking the limit
in d. For q ranging over prime powers, we deem lim

q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

Average≤d(# Seln /Fq(t)) the

geometric average size of the n-Selmer group of height up to d. Our main result is that this
modified limit evaluates to the prediction of Conjecture 1.1 for d ≥ 2.

Theorem 1.2. For n ≥ 1 and d ≥ 2,

lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

Average≤d(# Seln /Fq(t)) = ∑
m|n

m.(1.2)

In Theorem 1.2, the limit is taken over all prime powers q relatively prime to 2n. In
particular, the same statement holds when one restricts q to range over powers of a fixed
prime p that does not divide 2n. See §1.1 for further related remarks.

We next state a corollary showing that, in the large q limit, 100% of elliptic curves of
height up to d either have rank 0 or 1. In subsequent work [FLR20, Corollary 1.5], we were
able to strengthen Corollary 1.3 to compute the distribution of ranks of elliptic curves in
this large q limit. As we learned in private communication with Manjul Bhargava, the
following line of reasoning is based upon an idea he had many years ago, and is explained
in [BS13a, Proposition 5] and [PR12, p.246-247]. As we are taking a limit in q instead of d,
the situation is slightly different from that in the above references, and we now spell out
the details. To make a precise statement, define the statistic δrk≥2 on isomorphism classes
of elliptic curves E by δrk≥2(E) = 1 if rk(E) ≥ 2 and δrk≥2(E) = 0 if rk(E) < 2. In this
case, Average≤d(δrk≥2/Fq(t)) is the proportion of isomorphism classes of elliptic curves
over Fq(t) of height up to d with rank at least 2. The following corollary can alternatively
be deduced from [Kat05, Theorem 13.3.3].

Corollary 1.3. For d ≥ 2, lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2)=1

Average≤d(δrk≥2/Fq(t)) = 0.

Proof. Suppose lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2)=1

Average≤d(δrk≥2/Fq(t)) 6= 0. Then, there is some

ε > 0 and some infinite sequence of powers of odd primes {qi}i∈Z>0 so that
Average≤d(δrk≥2/Fqi(t)) > ε for all such qi. Choose a sufficiently large prime number
n so that n+2

n2 < ε and n is relatively prime to infinitely many of the qi. Replace the se-
quence {qi}i∈Z>0 by an infinite subsequence with all terms relatively prime to n. Since
n2δrk≤2(E) ≤ nrk(E) ≤ # Seln(E) for any elliptic curve E, we find that for any qi in the
above sequence,

n2ε < n2 Average≤d(δrk≥2/Fqi(t)) ≤ Average≤d (# Seln /Fqi(t)
)

.

However, as n is prime and d ≥ 2, by Theorem 1.2, lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

Average≤d(# Seln /Fq(t)) =

n + 1. Therefore, there can only finitely many qi which are relatively prime to 2n so that
Average≤d(# Seln /Fqi(t)) ≥ n + 2. Hence, εn2 < n + 2, contradicting our choice of n. �
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1.1. Remarks on Theorem 1.2. We now make some remarks on various aspects of
Theorem 1.2 including heuristics, homological stability, families of quadratic twists, and
more.

Remark 1.4 (Four heuristics for the average size of Selmer groups). When computing the
average size of Selmer groups, it is natural to ask if there is some deeper reason for why
the average size of n-Selmer groups should be ∑m|n m. Here are four heuristics which
suggest this description.

(1) In [BS13a, Conjecture 4], the average size of n-Selmer groups is related to the
fact that the Tamagawa number τ(PGLm) is m, and their average size is the sum
∑m|n τ(PGLm) for m | n. The same heuristic is used in [BS15a, BS15b, BS13b], and
[HLHN14].

(2) In this paper, we present another heuristic: the average size of n-Selmer groups is
the number of orbits of a certain orthogonal group O(Qd

n) on a rank 12d − 4 free
Z/nZ module. Such orbits are in bijection with irreducible components of a mod-
uli space for Selmer elements, which we call the n-Selmer space in Definition 3.3.

(3) A third heuristic appears in [dJ02] for 3-Selmer groups, in [Vak01] for 2-Selmer
groups, and in [dJF11, Theorem 5.4] for n-Selmer groups. These works suggest that
the average size of the n-Selmer group should equal the number of balanced (also
called rigid) rank m projective bundles over P1 for m | n. Indeed, the balanced
rank m projective bundles are all of the form ProjP1 Sym• (O⊕a ⊕O(−1)⊕m−a) for
1 ≤ a ≤ m, and so there are m total such bundles. Altogether, there are ∑m|n m
such bundles as m ranges over the divisors of n.

(4) A fourth heuristic for the average size of Selmer groups, which comes from a
heuristic distribution for the sizes of Selmer groups, is given in [PR12] in terms
of maximal isotropic subgroups of quadratic spaces.

We next sketch why heuristics (1), (2), and (3) above all yield the same average size
∑m|n m. First we connect (1) and (3). The balanced bundles appearing in (3) index the
connected components of the moduli stack of PGLm bundles on P1. So, to identify (1)
and (3) it suffices to show the number of connected components of the moduli stack of
PGLm bundles on P1 equals τ(PGLm). This follows from [BD09, Corollary 3.4].

The equivalence between (2) and (3) follows from piecing together [dJF11, Lemma 4.8,
p. 785 line 20, Theorem 5.4, and Theorem 4.9]. To explain this briefly, the quadratic form
from (2), which [dJF11] notate as ℘, is induced by the Pontrjagin square map, and the
value of this form on a Selmer element is related by [dJF11, Lemma 4.8 and p. 785 line
20] to the degree of a certain vector bundle. For general Selmer elements, the splitting
type of this vector bundle is determined by its degree using that the bundle is balanced
[dJF11, Theorem 5.4]. Conversely, every balanced splitting type of a vector bundle on P1

corresponds to a component of the Selmer space by [dJF11, Theorem 4.9] and so one can
reverse the above process to determine the value of the quadratic form from the splitting
type of the associated vector bundle.

It would be interesting to better understand how heuristics (1), (2), and (3) are related
to (4) above.

Remark 1.5 (Heuristics for distributions of Selmer groups). In addition to predictions for
average sizes of Selmer groups, there are also predictions for the higher moments and
distributions of Selmer groups, such as in [PR12] and [BKL+15]. In collaboration with
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Tony Feng and Eric Rains [FLR20], we built on Theorem 4.4 to prove these predictions
over function fields, in the large q limit.

While this ultimately boils down to a version of the Chebotarev density theorem, sig-
nificant work beyond the results of this paper is needed. For example, in order determine
the full distribution, we require a more precise version of Theorem 4.4, which computes
the relevant monodromy group exactly. Note that in Theorem 4.4, we only show the rel-
evant monodromy group contains a suitably large subgroup, which is sufficient for the
purposes of computing the average size of n-Selmer groups, but not for determining the
distribution of n-Selmer groups. It is also nontrivial to show the resulting distribution
agrees with that predicted in [BKL+15]. We accomplish this by showing the two distribu-
tions agree modulo primes, and then prove they can be described in terms of the same
Markov process to show they agree modulo prime powers.

Remark 1.6 (Relation to homological stability). We now explain how Theorem 1.2 can be
viewed as a step toward determining Average(Seln /Fq(t)).

By the Lang-Weil estimate, the limit in Theorem 1.2 is really computing the number of
irreducible components of a certain stack we call the “n-Selmer stack of height d,” which
we notate as Seld

n,Fp
. Essentially, the Fq points of Seld

n,Fp
parameterize n-Selmer elements

on elliptic curves over Fq(t) of height d. In this sense, Theorem 1.2 is demonstrating
cohomological stability in d for H0(Seld

n,Fp
, Qℓ), which counts the number of irreducible

components of Seld
n,Fp

.

If one could show the other cohomologies of Seld
n,Fp

also stabilize in d, this would go

a long way toward showing Average(Seln /Fq(t)) = ∑m|n m. Indeed, one could then
try to apply the Grothendieck Lefschetz trace formula to compute the average size of
Selmer groups, similarly to how the average size of ℓ-parts of class groups are computed
in [EVW16] (see also [CEF14] and [FW18a]). One may alternatively wish to demonstrate
homological stability for the closely related stacks parameterizing points of An,d and Bn,d,
introduced in [dJ02, §5.2 and §5.3].

Remark 1.7 (Average sizes, with a twist!). Let Fq be a finite field of characteristic more
than 3. Recall that if E is an elliptic curve over Fq(t) defined by y2z = x3 + a4(s, t)xz2 +

a6(s, t)z3, one can define the quadratic twist family of degree d as those elliptic curves of
the form f (s, t)y2z = x3 + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3, for f (s, t) ∈ k[s, t] varying over square-
free homogeneous polynomial of degree d. This is a family over an open subscheme of
affine space parameterized by the coefficients of f (s, t).

As we were working on this problem, we learned of forthcoming work of Park and
Wang [PW21]. They prove a result analogous to Theorem 1.2, at least in the case n is a
prime more than 3, for particular quadratic twist families.

The method of [PW21] is similar to ours. The essential idea is to replace Theorem 4.4
by the result of Hall [Hal08, Theorem 6.3]. In order to apply [Hal08, Theorem 6.3], the
authors work with a slightly different, but closely related to, the sheaf Seℓd

n,B we consider
in this paper.
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One can extend the result of [PW21] for prime n more than 3 to composite n with
gcd(n, 6) = 1, as we now sketch. For such n, one can calculate the monodromy of cer-
tain quadratic twist families by bootstrapping Hall’s result for primes to composites us-
ing [Vas03, Theorem 1.3] and Goursat’s lemma as in [Gre10, Proposition 2.5]. One can
use this to deduce a variant of Theorem 1.2 for the quadratic twist families investigated
in [PW21], which is applicable for composite n (and not just prime n) with gcd(n, 6) = 1.

Finally, we mention one significant difference between the universal family examined
in this paper and quadratic twist families. For the universal family, the monodromy com-
putation from [dJF11, Theorem 4.10] was only carried out over C. Adapting this compu-
tation in characteristic p 6= 2 occupies the majority of §4. In contrast, Hall’s result [Hal08,
Theorem 6.3] already applies in positive characteristic. So, to compute the monodromy
of quadratic twist families one does not have to grapple with the issue of relating the
monodromy in characteristic p to that in characteristic 0.

Remark 1.8 (d = 1). The assumption d ≥ 2 in Theorem 1.2 is necessary. When d = 1, the
average size of 3-Selmer groups in the large q limit is 5, as follows from [dJ02, Remark 7.8].
It is an interesting open question to determine the average size for n-Selmer groups in the
large q limit when d = 1. When n > 2, the associated monodromy map in Definition 4.2
has image isomorphic to W(E8), the Weyl group of type E8. In the case n = 2, the image is
W(E8)/ {±1}, as is explained in [Vak01, Proposition 4.2(a)]. The action of this group can
be seen via its permutation of the 240 lines on a del Pezzo 1 surface, corresponding to the
240 roots of E8. The average size of these Selmer groups can be interpreted geometrically
in terms of possible configurations of n lines on a del Pezzo 1 surface (see [FW18b, §4.1,
§4.4, §4.5, §4.6, and §5.1] for some tangentially related classical constructions) and also in
terms of splitting types of rank n projective bundles on P1 (similarly to the n = 3 case
carried out in [dJ02, §7]).

Remark 1.9 (Generalizations). It would be interesting to generalize Theorem 1.2 to func-
tion fields of higher genus curves over finite fields. Many ideas for attempting this gen-
eralization may be found in [HLHN14]. Perhaps the most obvious obstruction to this
generalization is that our result depends on [dJF11, Theorem 4.9], which is only stated for
elliptic surfaces over P1

C, and not over higher genus curves.
Another possible research direction is be to prove a variant of Theorem 1.2 for higher

dimensional abelian varieties, instead of elliptic curves. As a related example, [Dao17]
computes the average size of 2-Selmer groups of Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves over
function fields.

Remark 1.10 (q ∤ 2). We explain why we assume q is relatively prime to 2 in the statement
of Theorem 1.2. In order to prove Theorem 1.2, the key is to compute the image of the
monodromy representation of Definition 4.2. To compare the monodromy representation
over C to the representation over a finite field, we verify tameness of the associated cover
in the proof of Proposition 4.9. One can verify that the cover is not tamely ramified in
characteristic 2, and so our proof does not immediately extend to characteristic 2 fields.

The general approach we take for proving Theorem 1.2 is to construct an appropri-
ate covering space parameterizing Selmer elements. We then determine the monodromy
group of this covering space well enough to compute the number of components of this
space and hence its number of points over a large finite field. A similar strategy for the
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Cohen-Lenstra heuristics for torsion in class groups was originally taken up in unpub-
lished notes of Jiu Kang Yu, further developed by Achter [Ach08, Ach06], and built upon
by Ellenberg, Venkatesh, and Westerland [EVW16].

1.2. An outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2. For k a finite field, we construct an algebraic
space Seld

n,k parameterizing pairs (E, X), where E is an elliptic curve over k(t) and X is
approximately (but not exactly) an n-Selmer element of E. Letting W d

k denote a parameter
space for Weierstrass equations of elliptic curves E/k(t) of height d, there is quasifinite
étale map Seld

n,k → W
d

k sending (E, X) 7→ [E]. The key property of Seld
n,k is that for almost

all elliptic curves E over k(t), there is a bijection between Seln(E) and k points of the fiber
[E]×

W d
k

Seld
n,k.

Therefore, computing the average size of n-Selmer groups in the large q limit is reduced

to computing the ratio
#Seld

n,k(k
′)

#W d
k (k′)

for sufficiently large finite extensions k′ of k. By the Lang-

Weil estimate, since W d
k is geometrically irreducible, we can show this ratio is ∑m|n m by

showing Seld
n,k has ∑m|n m irreducible components, all of which are geometrically irre-

ducible.
To compute the number of irreducible components of Seld

n,k, we show that, over a dense
open W

◦d
k ⊂ W

d
k , Seld

n,k is a finite étale cover. The geometric fibers of the resulting re-

striction Sel◦d
n,k → W

◦d
k are isomorphic to a free Z/nZ module Vd

n . Hence, we obtain
a monodromy representation (or Galois representation) ρd

n,k : πét
1 (W

◦d
k) → GL(Vd

n ). In
fact, there is a certain quadratic form Qd

n on Vd
n coming from Poincaré duality which is

preserved under the monodromy action, and so the map ρd
n,k factors though O(Qd

n). In
fact, (Vd

n , Qd
n) is naturally the reduction modn of a quadratic space (Vd

Z, Qd
Z) over Z. Let

rn : O(Qd
Z) → O(Qd

n) denote the reduction mod n map. Over k = C, it is shown in [dJF11]
that im ρd

n,C is contained in O(Qd
n) and contains the subgroup rn(O∗

−1(Q
d
Z)) ⊂ O(Qd

n)

given by the kernel of the −1-spinor norm. If we knew im ρd
n,Fp

= im ρd
n,C, the number

of geometrically irreducible components would simply be the number of orbits of this
group on its underlying free Z/nZ module, which is ∑m|n m.

Hence, the only task remaining is to show the monodromy over Fp agrees with that
over C. This will follow once we show that ρd

n,k factors through the tame fundamental
group, meaning its ramification orders over boundary divisors in a compactification of
W

◦d
k are prime to char(k). To set up this transfer of monodromy, we work relatively over

Spec Z[1/2] and use a relative version of Abhyankar’s lemma. Abhyankar’s lemma al-
lows us to reduce to checking that the relative boundary divisors over Z[1/2] are smooth
over an open set meeting all fibers over Spec Z[1/2]. The most difficult boundary divisor
to deal with is that parameterizing singular elliptic surfaces, which can be written down
explicitly in terms of equations. Hence, verifying the above mentioned smoothness prop-
erties boils down to a concrete calculation using the Jacobian criterion for smoothness.

1.3. Outline of the Paper. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Along the way, we introduce the n-Selmer space, notated Seld

n,B (depending on a height
6



Cor. 3.24 Prop. 3.26 Lem. 3.29

Prop. 5.4 Cor. 3.27 Prop. 3.23 Lem. 3.28

Thm. 1.2 Lem. 5.1 Prop. 3.18 Lem.3.17

Cor. 4.11 Def. 4.2 Cor. 3.22 Lem. 3.21 Lem. 3.13

Thm. 4.4 Prop. 4.9 Cor. 4.8 Prop. 4.7
[dJF11]

FIGURE 1. A schematic diagram depicting the structure of the proof of Theorem 1.2.

d and a base scheme B), which may be of independent interest. In §2 we collect vari-
ous notation used throughout the paper; Figure 2 may be useful. In §3 we define the
n-Selmer space, develop its basic properties, and explain the relation between points of
the n-Selmer space and n-Selmer groups of elliptic curves. In §4 we compute the mon-
odromy of the n-Selmer space over the space of minimal Weierstrass models and use this
to show the n-Selmer space has ∑m|n m irreducible components, all of which are geomet-
rically irreducible. We combine our above computations to prove Theorem 1.2 in §5. See
Figure 1 for a schematic depiction of how the proof of Theorem 1.2 fits together.
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the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program under Grant
No. DGE-1656518.

2. NOTATION

In this section, we collect various notation used throughout the paper.

2.1. Notation for height. We define a notion of height for elliptic curves over function
fields, following [dJ02, §4.2-§4.8]. Let k be a field with char(k) 6= 2 and let E be an elliptic
curve over k(t). In this case, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} there is some d ∈ Z and homogeneous
polynomials a2i(s, t) ∈ k[s, t] of degree 2id so that E can be expressed in Weierstrass form
as

y2z = x3 + a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3.(2.1)
7



By a change of coordinates, we can write E in minimal Weierstrass form, meaning there
is no non-constant polynomial f ∈ k[s, t] with f 2i | a2i(s, t) for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Up
to transformations of the form x 7→ x + r(s, t) for r(s, t) ∈ k[s, t] of degree 2d and
(a2(s, t), a4(s, t), a6(s, t)) 7→ (u2a2(s, t), u4a4(s, t), u6a6(s, t)) for u ∈ k×, elliptic curves
over k(t) have a unique such expression in minimal Weierstrass form. This follows from
the standard procedure for simplifying Weierstrass equations, as described in [Sil09a,
III.3.1]. For E written in minimal Weierstrass form, the discriminant of E is disc(E) :=
−16(4a2(s, t)3a6(s, t)− a2(s, t)2a4(s, t)2 + 4a4(s, t)3 + 27a6(s, t)2 − 18a2(s, t)a4(s, t)a6(s, t)).
We define the height of E as h(E) := d = deg disc(E)/12. Note that disc(E) depends
on the choice of Weierstrass form for E, but two different choices of minimal Weierstrass
form will yield two discriminants with the same degree, so h(E) is an intrinsic invariant
of E.

2.2. Group theory notation. Let V be a rank s free module over a commutative ring R
with unit. We let GL(V) or GLs(R) denote the group of invertible R-homomorphisms
V → V. If V is a finite rank free module over R with a quadratic form q, let O(q) ⊂ GL(V)
denote the associated orthogonal group.

Suppose that R = Z, ε ∈ {±1}, and (q, V) is a unimodular lattice, meaning Bq, viewed
as a linear transformation V → V∨ is invertible. Following [Ebe87, §5.1], define O∗

ε (q) ⊂
O(q) to be the subset of those elements g ∈ O(q) so that for any expression g = rv1 · · · rvi

there is an even number of indices i with εq(v) < 0. The group O∗
ε (q) is also known as the

kernel of the ε-spinor norm.

2.3. General notation throughout the paper. We collect some notation we shall use
throughout the paper. We will use n as the integer indexing the Selmer group Seln, i.e.,
we work with the n-Selmer group. For defining parameter spaces of elliptic curves we
will work over a base scheme B on which 2 is invertible. For defining parameter spaces
of n-Selmer elements, we will further assume n is invertible on B. We often take B to
be Spec k for k a field, in which case we typically assume char(k) ∤ 2n unless otherwise
specified. We use d to denote the height of various elliptic surfaces, so that a minimal
Weierstrass equation is of the form y2z = x3 + a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3 for an
elliptic curve E over k(t) as in (2.1). Here, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, deg a2i(s, t) = 2id as homoge-
neous polynomials in k[s, t].

For X → Y and Z → Y two maps, we notate XZ := X ×Y Z. When Z = Spec R for R
a ring, we also notate XR := XSpec R. Similarly, while many objects throughout the paper
are indexed by a base scheme B (see those in Figure 2), if B = Spec R, we index them by
R instead. So, for example, we use W d

R (defined in Definition 3.1) to mean W d
Spec R, and

similarly for the other constructions in Figure 2.
Throughout we use Hi to denote étale cohomology, unless otherwise specified. On

certain occasions we will need both étale and group cohomology, which we will then
notate via subscripts ét and grp,. Similarly, by π1 we mean the étale fundamental group.
On occasion we will need the topological fundamental group, which we then notate as
π

top
1 , and the tame fundamental group, which we notate as πtame

1 (see §2.6). On these
occasions, we will notate the étale fundamental group as πét

1 .
For K a global field, we let ΣK denote the places of K. We let Kv denote the completion of

K at v ∈ ΣK. By global function field, we mean the fraction field of a smooth geometrically
8



integral curve over Fq. Recall that when K is a global function field, the elements of ΣK
are in bijection with the closed points of the smooth proper curve C whose function field
is K. If X is an integral ring or scheme, we let K(X) denote its fraction field. For R a local
ring, we let Rsh denote its strict henselization.

2.4. Elliptic curves. Let B be a scheme with 2n invertible on B and let d ∈ Z≥0. In
Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.3 we define a scheme W d

B and an algebraic space Seld
n,B.

These are parameter spaces for minimal Weierstrass models and elements of Selmer
groups respectively. There is a natural map π : Seld

n,B → W d
B . Given a point (or geometric

point) x ∈ W d
B we let Ex denote the elliptic curve corresponding to the point x, Ex denote

the Néron model of Ex over P1
x, E 0

x denote its identity component, and fx : Wx → P1
x

denote the minimal Weierstrass model. See the proof of Lemma 3.7 for various relations
between these objects.

Let gx : P1
x → x denote the structure map. For x a point, we use x to denote a cor-

responding geometric point. So, if x = Spec k, we let x = Spec k. Then, Ex denotes the
corresponding elliptic curve over x and so on.

We use Kodaira’s notation for types of singular fibers in minimal regular proper models
of elliptic curves, see [Sil94, IV.9, Table 4.1].

2.5. Selmer groups. Let E be an elliptic curve over a global function field K. We let
Seln(E) := ker

(
H1(K, E[n]) → ∏v∈ΣK

H1(Kv, E)
)

denote the n-Selmer group of E.

2.6. Tame fundamental group. We recall the definition of the tame fundamental group
of a relative curve over a discrete valuation ring or field, following [OV00, p. 9] (see also
[R71, Exposé XIII, 2.1.3]). For S a discrete valuation ring or field, let X → S be a regular
relative curve, E ⊂ X a divisor étale over S, and V := X − E. Let F → V be a finite étale
cover and let F denote the normalization of X along F → V. We say F → V is tame if the
ramification orders F over E are invertible on S. We then define πtame

1 (V) as the profinite
group whose finite quotients G correspond to tame finite étale Galois-G covers of V. In
particular, πtame

1 (V) is a quotient of πét
1 (V).

2.7. Summary of notation introduced in the paper. For the reader’s convenience, in
Figure 2 we collect notation introduced throughout the paper, roughly in order of ap-
pearance.

3. THE n-SELMER SPACE

We define the n-Selmer space and n-Selmer stack in §3.1 and prove various properties
of the n-Selmer space in §3.2. In §3.3, we relate points of the n-Selmer space to elements
of Selmer groups of elliptic curves.

3.1. Defining the n-Selmer space. Our next goal is to define the n-Selmer space and n-
Selmer stack, which is accomplished in Definition 3.3 and Definition 3.4. We will realize
the n-Selmer space as a cover of a parameter space for minimal Weierstrass equations of
elliptic curves.

9



Notation Description Location defined
A12d+3

B The affine space parameterizing the coefficients of a2, a4, and a6 in the Weierstrass equation Definition 3.1
W d

B A parameter space of Weierstrass equations over P1 of height d Definition 3.1
W

◦d
B The open set of W

d
B of smooth minimal Weierstrass models Definition 3.9

UW d
B The universal family of Weierstrass models over W d

B Definition 3.1
UW ◦d

B The universal family of Weierstrass models over W ◦d
B Definition 3.9

Seld
n,B The n-Selmer space of height d Definition 3.3

Sel◦d
n,B The open subspace of Seld

n,B given by restricting to W ◦d
B Definition 3.3

Seℓd
n,B The sheaf on W d

B represented by Seld
n,B Lemma 3.2

Seℓ◦d
n,B The sheaf on W ◦d

B represented by Sel◦d
n,B Definition 3.9

W
d
B The moduli stack of minimal Weierstrass models, a quotient of W

d
B by an algebraic group Definition 3.4

W
◦d

B The open substack of W
d
B parameterizing smooth Weierstrass models Definition 3.4

Seld
n,B The n-Selmer stack of height d, a quotient of Seld

n,B by an algebraic group Definition 3.4
Sel◦d

n,B The open substack of Seld
n,B given by restricting to W

◦d
B Definition 3.4

ΦE,v The group of rationally defined components of the Néron model of E at a closed point v Definition 3.19
ΦE The product of ΦE,v over all closed points v Definition 3.19
ρd

n,B The monodromy representation associated to Sel◦d
n,B → W ◦d

B Definition 4.2
Vd

n The free Z/nZ module corresponding to the geometric generic fiber of Seld
n,B → W d

B Definition 4.1
Qd

n The quadratic form on Vd
n respected by the geometric monodromy Theorem 4.4

Dd
sing,B The divisor in A12d+3

B parameterizing singular elliptic surfaces Definition 3.11

FIGURE 2. Notation introduced in the paper.

3.1.1. Motivation for the definition of the n-Selmer space. The motivation for our definition
of the Selmer space is as follows. Let E be an elliptic curve over k(t) with Néron model E .
Then, the n-Selmer group of E is closely connected to H1(P1, E 0[n]) via results discussed
in §3.3 below. So, we will cook up a sheaf over the parameter space of height d elliptic
curves whose stalk over a point corresponding to E is H1(P1

k
, E 0

k
[n]).

In order to define the n-Selmer space, we now define the relevant parameter space of
Weierstrass equations of height d.

Definition 3.1. Throughout this definition we work relatively over a base scheme B on
which 2 is invertible. Define P1

B := ProjB OB[s, t]. Form the affine space,

A12d+3
B := SpecB OB[a2,0, a2,1 . . . , a2,2d, a4,0, . . . , a4,4d, a6,0 . . . , a6,6d].

For i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, define a2i(s, t) := ∑
2id
j=0 a2i,jtjs2id−j. Let W d

B ⊂ A12d+3
B denote the

open subscheme parameterizing those points so that the Weierstrass equation y2z =
x3 + a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3 is a minimal Weierstrass equation. This is open as
it corresponds to those points (a2,0, . . . , a2,2d, a4,0, . . . , a4,4d, a6,0 . . . , a6,6d) so that there is no
point p ∈ P1

B with valp (a2i(s, t)) ≥ 2id for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
We next construct a family of minimal Weierstrass models over W d

B . Consider the pro-
jective bundle Proj

P1
B×BW d

B
Sym•

K with

K := O
P1

B×BW d
B
⊕ O

P1
B×BW d

B
(−2d)⊕O

P1
B×BW d

B
(−3d).(3.1)

Let z, x, and y denote the generators of the first, second, and third summands of K . Let
UW

d
B denote the subscheme cut out of Proj

P1
B×BW d

B
Sym•

K by the ideal sheaf generated

by the equation y2z = x3 + a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3 in Sym3(K ). Then, UW
d

B
is the family of height d Weierstrass models over W d

B .
10



We can summarize the setup of Definition 3.1 by the diagram

UW d
B Proj

P1
B×BW d

B
Sym•

K

P1
B ×B W d

B

W d
B A12d+3

B .

f

g

Suitably motivated to define the n-Selmer space over W
d

B by §3.1.1, we next construct a
sheaf Seℓd

n,B which is represented by the n-Selmer space.

Lemma 3.2. Let B be a scheme with 2n invertible on B, and d ≥ 0. Let UW
d

B
f
−→ P1

B ×B

W d
B

g
−→ W d

B denote the projection maps, and define Seℓd
n,B := R1g∗(R1 f∗µn). Then Seℓd

n,B is a
constructible sheaf of Z/nZ modules whose formation commutes with arbitrary base change on
W d

B . Further, Seℓd
n,B is represented by an algebraic space which is étale, quasi-separated, and of

finite type over W
d

B .

Proof. This holds by proper base change together with standard facts about the algebraic
space representing an étale sheaf (see [Mil80, V, Theorem 1.5], [Mil80, p. 157, point (b)]
for quasi-separatedness, and [Mil80, V, Proposition 1.8]). �

Using Lemma 3.2, we can now define the n-Selmer space.

Definition 3.3 (The Selmer space). For B a scheme with 2n invertible on B, define the
n-Selmer space over B of height d, denoted Seld

n,B, to be the algebraic space representing the
sheaf Seℓd

n,B, as defined in Lemma 3.2.

Points of the Selmer space do not quite correspond bijectively to Selmer elements. The
main source of this discrepancy is due to the fact that isomorphism classes of elliptic
curves appear multiple times in W

d
B , as a given isomorphism class of elliptic curve has

many Weierstrass equations. In order to fix this discrepancy, we now introduce the Selmer
stack. Although it would be possible to prove our main result, Theorem 1.2, only using
the Selmer space, we find it cleaner to introduce the Selmer stack, whose points corre-
spond more closely to Selmer elements. The Selmer space is a smooth cover of the Selmer
stack of relative dimension 2d + 2. For the remainder of the paper we will work almost
exclusively with the Selmer space, only interacting with the Selmer stack at the very end
of the proof in §5. The reader interested in understanding the proof of Theorem 1.2 but
unfamiliar with stacks can safely ignore the Selmer stack without detracting from their
understanding of the proof.

Definition 3.4 (The Selmer Stack). Retain notation from Definition 3.1. Let d ≥ 0 and B
be a scheme with 2n invertible on B. We next construct a G2d+1

a ⋊Gm action on UW d
B . This

action is given on Weierstrass equations as follows. Viewing an element r ∈ G2d+1
a as a

homogeneous degree 2d polynomial in s and t whose coefficients are parameterized by
11



G2d+1
a , r sends

y2z = x3 + a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3 7→ y2z = (x + r)3 + a2(s, t)(x + r)2z + a4(s, t)(x + r)z2 + a6(s, t)z3,

where one then simplifies the right hand side to determine the coefficients a2i,j. The action
of λ ∈ Gm is given by

y2z = x3 + a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3 7→ y2z = x3 + λ2a2(s, t)x2z + λ4a4(s, t)xz2 + λ6a6(s, t)z3.

This G2d+1
a ⋊ Gm action on UW d

B induces actions on P1
B ×B W d

B and W d
B respecting the

projection maps UW d
B

f
−→ P1

B ×B W d
B

g
−→ W d

B . It therefore induces an action on Seℓd
n,B =

R1 f∗(R1g∗µn) and hence an action on Seld
n,B. We define the moduli stack of height d minimal

Weierstrass models over B as the quotient stack W
d
B :=

[
W d

B /G2d+1
a ⋊ Gm

]
. We define the

n-Selmer stack over B of height d as the quotient stack Seld
n,B :=

[
Seld

n,B/G2d+1
a ⋊ Gm

]
. Since

the action of G2d+1
a ⋊Gm restricts to an action on UW ◦d

B, (as defined later in Definition 3.9,)

we similarly define W
◦d

B :=
[
W

◦d
B/G2d+1

a ⋊ Gm

]
and Sel◦d

n,B :=
[
Sel◦d

n,B/G2d+1
a ⋊ Gm

]
.

Remark 3.5. The Fq points of the n-Selmer stack of height d can be given a modular
interpretation as certain pairs ( f : Y → P1, D) where f : Y → P1 is a proper flat map with
smooth generic fiber and geometrically irreducible fibers, and D ⊂ Y a Cartier divisor of
relative degree n, satisfying additional conditions with various equivalences. We will not
need this, so we do not precisely formulate the interpretation, but one can deduce it from
the proof of Proposition 3.23 and [ASD73, Proposition 1.7] (see also the somewhat more
precise formulation in [dJF11, Lemma 4.2]).

Remark 3.6. The Selmer stack is always a smooth algebraic stack by [Ols16, Example
8.1.12], though it will fail to be Deligne-Mumford in characteristic 3. For example, in
characteristic 3, the Gm action will have µ3 stabilizers on points corresponding to curves
of the form y2z = x3 + a6(s, t)z3. Further, the automorphism group schemes of any point
of the Selmer stack are always finite, as one can check via explicit computations in terms
of Weierstrass equations. For example, the degree of the étale part of the stabilizer is
computed in [Sil09b, Proposition 1.2] and one can use similar computations to check the
connected part is finite.

3.2. Properties of the Selmer space. In this subsection, we prove various properties of
the Selmer space. In §3.2.1 we describe the geometric fibers of Seld

n,B over W d
B . In §3.2.2,

we define an open subset W ◦d
B ⊂ W d

B , fiberwise dense over B, over which the Selmer
space will be a finite étale cover of degree n12d−4. In §3.2.3, we show the Selmer space is
a separated scheme over W ◦d

k . In §3.2.4 we show the Selmer space is finite over W ◦d
k .

3.2.1. Geometric fibers of the Selmer space. We next describe the geometric fibers of Seld
n,B →

W d
B in terms of various cohomology groups in Lemma 3.7.

Lemma 3.7. Let k be a field and E an elliptic curve over k(t). Let h : X → P1
k be the associated

minimal regular proper model, f : W → P1
k be the associated minimal Weierstrass model, and E

be the associated Néron model over P1
k. Let Wsm denote the smooth locus in W of the map f .

12



(1) We have isomorphisms

R1 f∗µn ≃ Wsm[n] ≃ Pic0
W/P1

k
[n] ≃ E

0[n] ≃ Pic0
X/P1

k
[n].

If the total space of W is smooth, the above are all isomorphic to E [n].
(2) If E corresponds to a point x ∈ W d

k , letting x denote a geometric point over x, the geometric
fiber of Seld

n,B at x is isomorphic to

H1(P1
x , R1( fx)∗µn) ≃ H1(P1

x, Wsm
x [n]) ≃ H1(P1

x , Pic0
Wx/P1

x
[n])

≃ H1(P1
x, E 0

x [n]) ≃ H1(P1
x , Pic0

Xx/P1
x
[n]).

If the total space of W is smooth, the above are all isomorphic to H1(P1
x , Ex[n]).

Proof. We first prove (1). The isomorphism R1 f∗µn ≃ Wsm[n] is given in [ASD73, (1.3)].
Next, we claim that Pic0

W/P1
k
≃ Wsm ≃ E

0 ≃ Pic0
X/P1

k
, which will imply the corresponding

isomorphisms on n-torsion. The isomorphism Pic0
W/P1

k
≃ Wsm is shown in [ASD73, (1.1)

and (1.2)], Wsm ≃ E 0 is shown in [Sil94, Corollary 9.3], and E 0 ≃ Pic0
X/P1

k
is shown in

[BLR90, §9.5, Theorem 4(b)]. In the case that the total space of W is smooth, W ≃ X since
W is regular with integral fibers, and we have Pic0

W/P1
k
≃ E by [BLR90, §9.5, Theorem 1].

Therefore, in this case, Pic0
W/P1

k
[n] ≃ E [n].

We next prove (2). Let g : P1
x → x denote the structure morphism, let gx : P1

x → x
its base change to x, and let fx denote the base change of f to x. By Lemma 3.2 (or really
just proper base change), the geometric fiber of Seld

n,B over x is identified with the stalk of
Seℓd

n,B at x. By construction, this fiber is R1(gx)∗(R1( fx)∗µn) ≃ H1(P1
x, R1( fx)∗µn). The

various isomorphisms are consequences of the first part. �

Remark 3.8. In the setting of Lemma 3.7, one can also verify PicX/P1 [n] = Pic0
X/P1 [n]. (In

fact, this even holds more generally for minimal regular proper models of elliptic curves
over Dedekind bases.) Hence, the stalk of the Selmer space at x is also identified with
H1(P1

x, PicXx/P1
x
[n]). This remark will not be needed in what follows.

3.2.2. An open subset of the Selmer space. In this section, we define the open set W ◦d
B ⊂ W d

B ,
which parameterizes smooth minimal Weierstrass models.

Definition 3.9. For B a scheme with 2 invertible, let W ◦d
B ⊂ W d

B denote the open sub-
scheme over which π : UW d

B → W d
B is smooth. More formally, if Z ⊂ UW d

B denotes the
singular locus of the map π, then let W ◦d

B := W d
B − π(Z). Let UW ◦d

B := UW d
B ×

W d
B

W ◦d
B.

Let Sel◦d
n,B := Seld

n,B ×
W d

B
W ◦d

B. Let Seℓ◦d
n,B := Seℓd

n,B|W ◦d
B
.

Remark 3.10. Note that W ◦d
B ⊂ W d

B is precisely the set of points where the Weierstrass
model is already smooth, and hence isomorphic to the minimal regular proper model.
By [Liu02, §9.4, Theorem 4.35(a)] the minimal Weierstrass model is the minimal regular
proper model if and only if all fibers of the minimal regular proper model are geometri-
cally integral. Hence, all fibers of a smooth Weierstrass model over P1 either have good
reduction, type I1 reduction, or type II reduction.
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Our next goal is to verify non-emptiness of W ◦d
B, for any B with 2 invertible on B, which

we do later in Lemma 3.14. We now formally introduce the divisors which parameterize
singular elliptic surfaces and elliptic surfaces with a cuspidal fiber.

Definition 3.11. Let B be a scheme with 2 invertible on B, let d > 0, and let A12d+3
B

denote the affine space of Definition 3.1 containing W d
B . Let XB := ProjP1

B
Sym•

OP1
B
⊕

OP1
B
(−2d) ⊕ OP1

B
(−3d). Recall that every Weierstrass model W of the form y2z = x3 +

a2(s, t)x2z + a4(s, t)xz2 + a6(s, t)z3 comes with an embedding W →֒ XB. Define
(3.2)

Ψd
B :=

{
(W, p) : [W] ∈ A12d+3

B , p ∈ XB, W is singular at p
}

A12d+3
B XB.

π1

π2

Define Cd
B as the subscheme of A12d+3

B given as the scheme theoretic image of Ψd
B under π1.

Now, define Dd
sing,Z[1/2] := Cd

Z[1/2] and for a general Z[1/2] scheme B, define Dd
sing,B :=

Dd
sing,Z[1/2] ×Spec Z[1/2] B.

Definition 3.12. Let B be a scheme with 2 invertible. Consider the incidence correspon-
dence
(3.3)

Φd
B := {([W], p) : [W] ∈ A12d+3

B , p ∈ P1
B, W ×P1

B
p has a cusp}

A12d+3
B P1

B.
σ1

σ2

Define Dd
cusp,B as the image of σ1.

Our next goal is to show that in each fiber over Z[1/2], a general Weierstrass surface has
squarefree discriminant. The following lemma will be useful in computing the dimension
of Dd

sing,B over B, and will also be used later in §4.2 where we need a more detailed

analysis of Dd
sing,B.

Lemma 3.13. For B a scheme with 2 invertible on B and XB the projective bundle over B with
coordinates x, y, z as defined in (3.2), let YB ⊂ XB denote the subscheme of XB given by (y = 0)
and (z 6= 0). Then, the map π2 factors through the subscheme YB ⊂ XB, and the resulting map
Ψd

B → YB is smooth of relative dimension 12d with geometrically integral fibers.

Proof. Let R be a ring and p ∈ XB(Spec R) be an R valued point, which we may write
in the form p = [[x(p), y(p), z(p)], [s(p), t(p)]]. In order to show π2 factors through YB,
we claim that if W is singular at p then y(p) = 0. To see this, if z(p) = 0, we then
obtain x(p) = 0, which contradicts the fact that every point of the identity section of a
Weierstrass model is smooth. Hence, we must have z(p) 6= 0, in which case we can view
p as a point on the open of the Weierstrass model defined by f := −y2 + x3 + a2(s, t)x2 +
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a4(s, t)x + a6(s, t). Since we must have ∂ f
∂y (p) = 0, we find 2y(p) = 0 and so y(p) = 0

as 2 is invertible on B. Ergo, the map π2 factors through the locally closed subscheme
YB ⊂ XB defined by (y = 0) and (z 6= 0).

To conclude the proof, we claim Ψd
B of Definition 3.11 is smooth over YB with fibers

that are affine spaces of dimension 12d. Let R be a ring and p ∈ YB(Spec R) and R-
valued point. By changing coordinates on P1

[s,t], it suffices to check the above claim in
a neighborhood of π2(p) for p ∈ YB(Spec R) an R-valued point of YB with t(p) = 0.
Write a2i(s, t) = ∑

2id
j=0 a2i,jtjs2id−j for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} as in Definition 3.1. Using t(p) = 0,

the condition that W is singular at p can be written in terms of the Jacobian criterion as
those (a2,0, a2,1 . . . , a2,2d, a4,0, . . . , a4,4d, a6,0 . . . , a6,6d) satisfying f (p) = 0, ∂ f

∂x (p) = 0, and
∂ f
∂t (p) = 0 (in addition to the condition that y(p) = 0 coming from ∂ f

∂y (p) = 0). Expanding
these three equations yields

(3.4)

y2 = x3 + a2,0x2 + a4,0x + a6,0

0 = 3x2 + a2,0x + a4,0

0 = x3 + a2,1x2 + a4,1x + a6,1

at p. That is, when one replaces replace x and y in the above equations with x(p) and
y(p), the vanishing locus of the resulting three equations defines those W singular at
p. These equations define three independent linear equations on the a2i,j coordinates of
A12d+3

B . Therefore, π2 is in fact an affine space bundle over YB of relative dimension 12d,
and hence smooth of relative dimension 12d with geometrically integral fibers. �

We are now ready to show that a general Weierstrass surface has squarefree discrimi-
nant. In particular, this will show that W ◦d

B is fiberwise dense in W d
B .

Lemma 3.14. Let k be a field of characteristic not equal to 2. There is a nonempty open sub-
scheme of W

d
k parameterizing Weierstrass models with squarefree discriminant. In particular, for

any scheme B with 2 invertible on B, W ◦d
B is fiberwise dense over B, as is the open subscheme

parameterizing smooth elliptic surfaces with no cuspidal fibers.

Note that the discriminant being squarefree is another way to say that the vanishing
locus of the discriminant polynomial is reduced.

Remark 3.15. The natural analog of Lemma 3.14 holds in characteristic 2 as well. Namely,
it is true that a generic Weierstrass model has squarefree discriminant in characteristic 2,
and essentially the same proof works. The only reason we did not state it above is that
one has to first define the relevant moduli space, which uses long Weierstrass form to
describe the elliptic surfaces in characteristic 2.

Proof. As a first step, we explain why a Weierstrass elliptic surface over a field k of height
d has reduced discriminant if and only if it corresponds to a point in the complement
of Dd

sing,k ∪ Dd
cusp,k. Note that a smooth Weierstrass surface over k which has no cuspi-

dal fibers only has smooth fibers or I2 fibers, since being smooth implies the Weierstrass
surface is the minimal regular proper model of its generic fiber. Such a surface has dis-
criminant equal to the product of the places with I2 fibers, and therefore has squarefree
discriminant. Conversely, because cuspidal fibers and singular points contribute a square
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factor to the discriminant, if the discriminant is squarefree, then the Weierstrass surface
must be smooth and without cuspidal fibers.

Therefore, to conclude the proof, it is enough to show that the locus of Weierstrass
surfaces of height d over a field k which are smooth and have no cuspidal fiber is a dense
open subscheme of W d

k . The statement for general schemes B then follows from base
change to every point of B.

Let A12d+3
k denote the affine space of Definition 3.1, and let Dd

sing,k and Dd
cusp,k ⊂ A12d+3

k
be the subschemes defined in Definition 3.11 and Definition 3.12. By construction of these
subschemes, the complement A12d+3

k − (Dd
sing,k ∪Dd

cusp,k) is precisely the open subscheme
whose points correspond to Weierstrass elliptic surfaces which are smooth and have no
cuspidal fibers. Since dim A12d+3

k = 12d + 3, to complete the proof, it is enough to show
dimDd

sing,k ∪ Dd
cusp,k ≤ 12d + 2. (In fact, Dd

sing,k and Dd
cusp,k are both irreducible of dimen-

sion 12d + 2, though we won’t need to prove this.)
First, we show Dd

cusp,k has dimension at most 12d + 2. Let σ1 and σ2 denote the maps

from Definition 3.12. We claim the fiber of σ2 over any point p ∈ P1
k has dimension

dim A12d+3
k − 2. To see this, the condition of having a cuspidal fiber over p can be ex-

pressed explicitly in terms of a Weierstrass equation zy2 = f (x, z) as the condition that
f (x, z) has a single root in the fiber over p. The reduced scheme parameterizing degree
3 polynomials with a single root has codimension 2 in the scheme of all degree 3 polyno-
mials, which implies that the fibers of σ2 have dimension dim A12d+3

k − 2. Since Dd
cusp,k is

the image of σ1, we obtain Dd
cusp,k has dimension at most dim A12d+3

k − 2 + 1 = 12d + 2.

To conclude, we verify Dd
sing,k has dimension at most 12d + 2. This computation can

be done similarly to the case of Dd
cusp,k, though we opt to instead apply Lemma 3.13. The

dimension of Dd
sing,k is at most the dimension of Ψd

k from (3.2). Further, defining Yk as in

Lemma 3.13, the dimension of Ψd
k over k is the sum of the dimension of Ψd

k over Yk and
the dimension of Yk. The former is 12d by Lemma 3.13 and dim Yk = 2. Therefore, the
dimension of Ψd

k , and hence Dd
sing,k is at most 12d + 2. �

For the statement of the next lemma, recall our notational conventions from §2.3.

Lemma 3.16. Let d > 0 and let k be a field. For any map Spec k → W
◦d

B, H0(P1
k , E [n]) =

H0(P1
k , E 0[n]) = 0.

Proof. It suffices to check this statement at a geometric point x over Spec k. By Lemma 3.7,
for x ∈ W ◦d

B, we have H0(P1
x , Ex[n]) ≃ H0(P1

x , E 0
x [n]). The claim then follows from [dJ02,

Lemma 5.15], which says that when d > 0, the only torsion section P1
x → E 0

x [n] is the
identity section. �

3.2.3. The schematic locus of the Selmer space. We next show that the Selmer space is a sep-
arated scheme over W ◦d

B, which we accomplish in Proposition 3.18. Separatedness will
be crucially used in §3.2.4 to show the Selmer space is finite over W ◦d

B. In order to verify
separatedness, we will need the following lemma, which tells us that we can recover the
relative n-torsion of a smooth elliptic surface over a complete discrete valuation ring as
the étale locus in its relative normalization over P1.
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Lemma 3.17. Let B be a scheme with 2n invertible on B and let UW ◦d
B

f
−→ P1

B ×B W ◦d
B denote the

projection map. For a given map T → W ◦d
B with T the spectrum of a complete discrete valuation

ring, or T a field of arbitrary characteristic, let f T denote the base change of f to T and let UT
denote the algebraic space representing the sheaf R1 f T

∗ µn on P1
T. Then, UT is represented by a

scheme, quasi-finite and separated over P1
T. Further, letting νT : ZT → P1

T denote the relative
normalization of P1

T along the map UT → P1
T, UT is the étale locus of νT : ZT → P1

T.

Proof. We first show UT is a scheme, separated and quasi-finite over P1
T. This follows from

the fact that it has a locally closed embedding into UW ◦d
B ×W ◦d

B
T. Indeed, this is explained

in [ASD73, p. 250-251], the point being that the smooth locus of α : UW ◦d
B ×

W d
B

T → P1
T

can be identified with Pic0
α and UT is identified with Pic0

α[n].
Note that UT → P1

T is étale, and so νT is an isomorphism over UT. Hence, to show UT
is the étale locus of νT, it suffices to show that ZT − UT is contained in the singular locus
of νT.

Let s denote the closed point of T and η denote the generic point. Our ultimate goal will
be to reduce to the case that T = Spec k for k a field, and as preparation, we will check that
νT is finite flat and that Us and Uη are dense in ZT ×T s and ZT ×T η, respectively. Since
normalization does not in general commute with base change, it is not automatically true
that ZT ×T s ≃ Zs, and so this is not a tautology.

We now check νT is finite. Since T is the spectrum of a complete local noetherian ring,
it is Nagata. [Sta, Tag 032W] Therefore, P1

T is also Nagata by [Sta, Tag 0334]. Hence P1
T is

universally Japanese again by [Sta, Tag 0334]. By the definition of Japanese schemes, νT
is finite.

We next check νT is flat. Since ZT is a normal 2-dimensional scheme it is Cohen-
Macaulay. Since P1

T is regular and νT is finite, it follows from miracle flatness [Sta,
Tag 00R3] that νT is flat.

We next verify that ZT ×T s and ZT ×T η are proper curves birational to Us and Uη .
Properness is automatic from finiteness of νT. Further, since UT is dense in ZT, we obtain
that Uη is dense in ZT ×T η, and so these schemes are birational. Next, we check Us is
dense in ZT ×T s. We show this by checking the degree of Us → P1

s agrees with the
degree of ZT ×T s → P1

s . Note that once we show the degrees are equal, it will follow that
Us is dense in ZT ×T s because both are pure dimension 1 schemes due to νT being finite
flat. Since νT is a finite flat map of schemes each fiber of νT has the same degree. Further,
by construction of UT as R1 f T

∗ µn, n2 = deg(Us → P1
s) = deg(Uη → P1

η). Because
deg(Uη → P1

η) = deg(ZT ×T η → P1
η) = deg(ZT ×T s → P1

s ), the degree of νT is also
equal to n2. Therefore, deg(Us → P1

s ) = n2 = deg(ZT ×T s → P1
s ) implying Us is dense

in ZT ×T s.
We now use the above to reduce the case that T is the spectrum of a complete discrete

valuations ring to the case that T = Spec k, for k a field. For any map Spec k → T, for
k a field, we have seen above that ZT ×T Spec k is a proper curve birational to USpec k.
Hence ZSpec k is also the normalization of ZT ×T Spec k. Therefore, we obtain a map
φSpec k→T : ZSpec k → ZT ×T Spec k. Observe that if ZT ×T Spec k → P1

k were étale at
a point p of ZSpec k − USpec k, then φSpec k→T is an isomorphism in a neighborhood of p.
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Hence, it suffices to show ZSpec k −USpec k is contained in the singular locus of νSpec k. This
completes the reduction to the case T = Spec k.

Now, suppose p is a point of ZSpec k − USpec k. We will show p lies in the singular locus
of νSpec k. Let W := UW ◦d

B ×
W ◦d

B
Spec k denote the Weierstrass model of the elliptic curve

associated to the map Spec k → W ◦d
B. Then, the locally closed embedding USpec k → W

given in Lemma 3.7(1) factors through a closed embedding into the Néron model of the
generic fiber of W → P1, which is Wsm, the smooth locus of W → P1

k , by Lemma 3.7(1).
If ZSpec k → P1

k were étale at p, the Néron mapping property would guarantee that p
factored through Wsm, the Néron model. However, the map USpec k → W extends to
a map ZSpec k → W by normality of ZSpec k and properness of W. Yet, USpec k ⊂ Wsm

is closed in the Néron model. This implies p maps to a point of W − Wsm, and hence
ZSpec k → P1

k cannot be étale at p. �

With the above lemma in hand, we are ready to prove Sel◦d
n,B is separated. The idea

of the proof is to check separatedness by the valuative criterion. We check the valuative
criterion by translating it to checking that a certain map of cohomology groups is injective.
We verify this in turn using Lemma 3.17 to recover a torsor for the n-torsion of an elliptic
curve as the étale locus in its relative normalization over P1.

Proposition 3.18. Let B be a scheme with 2n invertible on B and d > 0. Then Sel◦d
n,B → W ◦d

B

is separated. In particular, Sel◦d
n,B, which is a priori only an algebraic space, is a scheme.

Proof. By [Mil80, V, Theorem 1.5] in order to show Sel◦d
n,B is a scheme, it suffices to

show Sel◦d
n,B → W ◦d

B is separated. Further, since this map is the base change along
B → Spec Z[1/2n], it is enough to show ψ : Sel◦d

n,Z[1/2n] → W ◦d
Z[1/2n] is separated. By a

variant of the valuative criterion for separatedness applied to only complete discrete val-
uation rings [Sta, Tag 0ARL], it is enough to check that for all complete discrete valuation
rings R with S = Spec R, generic point η, and closed point s, it is enough to show the
natural map H0(S, Sel◦d

n,Z[1/2n]) → H0(η, Sel◦d
n,Z[1/2n]) is injective.

For any scheme T with a map T → W d
Z[1/2n], we let f T and gT denote the base

changes of the morphisms f and g defined in the statement of Lemma 3.2 to T. We
next claim that for any integral scheme T with a map T → W ◦d

Z[1/2n], the Leray spec-

tral sequence associated to the composition of functors Γ and gT
∗ induces an isomor-

phism H1(P1
T, R1 f T

∗ µn) ≃ H0(T, R1gT
∗ (R

1 f T
∗ µn)). To verify this, we only need verify that

H1(T, gT
∗ (R

1 f T
∗ µn)) = H2(T, gT

∗ (R
1 f T

∗ µn)) = 0. In fact, we will show gT
∗ (R

1 f T
∗ µn) = 0.

Since f T and gT are proper, by proper base change, we can compute the stalks of the
above sheaf after base change to any field valued point of T, and so we may reduce to the
case that T = Spec k for k a field. In this case, we have gT

∗ R1 f T
∗ µn = 0 by Lemma 3.16.

The established claim of the previous paragraph applied to the cases T = S and T = η
(for S the spectrum of a complete discrete valuation ring) shows that in order to check
H0(S, R1gS

∗(R
1 f S

∗ µn)) → H0(η, R1gη
∗(R1 f η

∗ µn)) is injective, it is equivalent to check

(3.5) H1(P1
S, R1 f S

∗ µn) → H1(P1
η , R1 f η

∗ µn)
18
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is injective. Let X denote the algebraic space corresponding to an element of
H1(P1

S, R1 f S
∗ µn), thought of as an R1 f S

∗ µn torsor over P1
S. Let X̃ denote the relative nor-

malization of P1
S in X ×S η. We will show that X is the étale locus of X̃ → P1

S. This will
imply (3.5) is injective as X can be recovered from its image under (3.5).

As a first step, we check X is open in X̃. Indeed, we have that R1 f S
∗ µn is representable by

a quasi-finite separated scheme over P1
S by Lemma 3.17. Therefore, X is also representable

by a quasi-finite separated scheme over P1
S, as this can be checked on an étale cover of P1

S
over which X acquires a section. By a variant of Zariski’s main theorem [Sta, Tag 082J] it
follows that X is open in X̃.

Using that X is open in X̃, we now complete the proof by verifying X is precisely the
étale locus of X̃ → P1

S. Indeed, we can check this on an étale cover of P1
S, since the

formation of normalization commutes with étale base change. Hence, we may check this
on a cover of P1

S over which X becomes the trivial torsor, in which case the claim follows
from Lemma 3.17. �

3.2.4. Finiteness properties of the Selmer space. We next aim to prove Corollary 3.22, which
states that Sel◦d

n,B → W ◦d
B is finite and represents a sheaf of free Z/nZ modules. Our

strategy for doing so is to prove this statement for every point of W d
B , and use this to

deduce the finiteness statement by flatness considerations and constancy of degree. In
order to prove that it is a sheaf of free Z/nZ modules, it will be useful to introduce the
component group of the Néron model. This component group will also play a crucial role
in §3.3 when relating elements of Selmer groups to points of the Selmer space.

Definition 3.19. Let C be an integral Dedekind scheme and let E be an elliptic curve over
K(C) with Néron model E . Let v ∈ C be a closed point with residue field κ(v). Let Ev/E 0

v
denote the group scheme of connected components of the special fiber. Define the group
ΦE,v := (Ev/E 0

v )(κ(v)) and let ΦE := ∏closed points v∈C ΦE,v.

Remark 3.20. The number #ΦE,v is the local Tamagawa number of E at v and #ΦE is the
Tamagawa number of E.

Using Definition 3.19, we can determine the module structure of the geometric fibers
of Seld

n,k → W d
k over a point of W ◦d

k .

Lemma 3.21. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic prime to n (possibly of charac-
teristic 2) and let E be an elliptic curve over k(t) with Néron model E → P1

k and discriminant of
degree 12d with d > 0.

(1) If ΦE/nΦE = id and H0(P1
k , E [n]) = 0, then H1(P1

k , E [n]) is a free Z/nZ module.
(2) If the minimal Weierstrass model of E is smooth, H1(P1

k , E [n]) has rank 12d − 4.

Proof. If n = ∏
m
i=1 pji

i , for pi distinct primes, we can write E [n] ≃ ⊕m
i=1E [pji

i ] as a product
of sheaves. Since cohomology commutes with direct sums, we can therefore reduce both
parts to the case that n = pj for p a prime.

We now prove (1), assuming n = pj. Let r denote the rank of H1(P1
k , E [p]). That is, say

H1(P1
k , E [p]) ≃ (Z/pZ)r. We will show H1(P1

k , E [pj]) is a free Z/pjZ module of rank r.
19
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For 0 ≤ t ≤ j, we claim there is an exact sequence of sheaves

(3.6) 0 E [pt] E [pj] E [pj−t] 0.

This is left exact as it is a pushforward of an analogous sequence associated to E. To see
it is right exact, it suffices to show ×pt : E → E is surjective. But the cokernel of this map
is identified with ΦE/ptΦE (see [CTSSD98, p. 629, line 12]), which we are assuming is
trivial.

By assumption, for all t ≤ j, H0(P1
k , E [pt]) = 0. We claim that also H2(P1

k , E [pt]) = 0.
Indeed, for ι : Spec k(t) → P1

k the inclusion of the generic point, we have an isomorphism
ι∗E[pt] ≃ E [pt] on the small étale site of P1

k , as follows from the Néron mapping property
for E . Hence, we want to show H2(P1

k , ι∗E[pt]) = 0. By Poincaré duality [Mil80, V Propo-
sition 2.2(b)] we only need check H0(P1

k , ι∗((E[pt ])∨(1))) = 0. The Weil pairing on the
smooth elliptic curve E gives an isomorphism (E[pt])∨(1) ≃ E[pt]. Therefore, we indeed
have

H2(P1
k , ι∗E[pt]) ≃ H0(P1

k , ι∗((E[pt ])∨(1)))∨ ≃ H0(P1
k , ι∗E[pt])∨ ≃ H0(P1

k , E [pt])∨ = 0.

Therefore, (3.6) induces an exact sequence on cohomology

(3.7) 0 H1(P1
k , E [pt]) H1(P1

k , E [pj]) H1(P1
k , E [pj−t]) 0.

µt
υt

By induction on t, we see H1(P1
k , E [pj]) is a Z/pjZ module of size pjr. We next show it is

free of rank r.
Since finite Z/pjZ modules are all sums of Z/ptZ for t ≤ j, to conclude the proof, we

only need to show that the kernel of the multiplication by pj−1 map H1(P1
k , E [pj])

×pj−1

−−−→

H1(P1
k , E [pj]) has size p(j−1)r. To this end, note that the multiplication map by pj−1 map

on coefficients φ : E [pj] → E [pj] induces the multiplication map ×pj−1 on cohomol-

ogy. Observe that H1(φ) factors as H1(P1
k , E [pj])

υj−1
−−→ H1(P1

k , E [p])
µ1

−→ H1(P1
k , E [pj]),

with µt, υt defined in (3.7). Taking t = 1 in (3.7) shows µ1 is injective. Therefore,
ker(×pj−1) = ker(υj−1 ◦ µ1) = ker υj−1. In turn, applying (3.7) again with t = j − 1,
we see H1(P1

k , E [pj−1]) = ker υj−1. By induction, this has order p(j−1)r. Therefore, mul-
tiplication by pj−1 on H1(P1

k , E [pj]) has kernel of order p(j−1)r, implying H1(P1
k , E [pj])

must be a free Z/pjZ module of rank r. This finishes (1).
We now prove (2). Since E has smooth minimal Weierstrass model, all fibers of the

Néron model are integral. Since we are assuming d > 0, H0(P1
k , E [n]) = 0 by [dJ02,

Lemma 5.15]. Hence, part (1) applies. So, it suffices to show (2) in the case n is prime.
Let fv(E [n]) denote the exponent of the conductor of E [n] at v. By [Ray95, Théorème 1]
(where fv is notated as εR

v ) the Euler characteristic of E [n] is − ∑v∈Σ
K(P1

k)
fv(E [n]) + 2 · 2.

Since Hi(P1
k , E [n]) = 0 for i 6= 1, as we showed in the proof of (1), the Euler characteristic

of E [n] is negative the rank of H1(P1
k , E [n]). By [Ogg67, Theorem 2], since all fibers of the

Néron model are integral as E has smooth minimal Weierstrass model, the exponent of
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the conductor is equal to the degree of the discriminant. Hence,

rkZ/nZ H1(P1
k , E [n]) = ∑

v∈Σ
K(P1

k)

fv(E [n])− 2 · 2 = deg disc(E)− 4 = 12d − 4. �

The following corollary is essential for defining our monodromy representation later in
Definition 4.2 to count the number of irreducible components of the Selmer space.

Corollary 3.22. Suppose B is a noetherian scheme with 2n invertible and d > 0. Then, π :
Sel◦d

n,B → W ◦d
B is finite étale, representing a locally constant constructible sheaf of rank 12d − 4

free Z/nZ modules.

Proof. We first show π is finite. By [DR73, II, Lemma 1.19], a quasi-finite flat separated
morphism over a noetherian base scheme with constant fiber rank is finite. Recalling
our notational conventions from §2.4, the fiber of π over a geometric point x ∈ W ◦d

B
is identified with H1(P1

x , Ex[n]) by Lemma 3.7. It follows that π has constant fiber rank
n12d−4 by Lemma 3.21. Further, π is separated by Proposition 3.18. Therefore, π is finite.

Also, π is étale by Lemma 3.2. Since π is finite étale, it represents a locally constant
constructible sheaf of rank 12d − 4 free Z/nZ modules by Lemma 3.21. �

3.3. Points of the Selmer space. The main point of introducing the n-Selmer space is that
points of the Selmer space parameterize elements of Selmer groups of the corresponding
elliptic curves, as we show in this subsection.

The two main results of this section are Corollary 3.24 and Corollary 3.27. These are
the only two results of this section we will need for the proof of Theorem 1.2. The first
shows that the size of the Selmer group agrees with the number of Fq points of the fibers
of Sel◦d

n,B → W ◦d
B. The second gives a uniform bound for the size of the Selmer group

in terms of the number of Fq points of the fibers of Seld
n,B → W

d
B . To prove these results,

we will relate the number of Fq points of the fiber over x ∈ W
d

B (Fq) to H1(P1
x , Ex[n]) in

Proposition 3.23.

Proposition 3.23. With notation as in §2.4, suppose d > 0 and x ∈ W d
B (Fq). Then,

#H1(P1
x , E 0

x [n]) = #
(

π−1(x)
(
Fq

))
.(3.8)

If d = 0, we have #H1(P1
x , E 0

x [n]) = #H0(P1
x, E 0

x [n]).

Proof. To start, we give a cohomological description of #π−1(x)
(
Fq

)
. By Lemma 3.7, the

geometric fiber of Seld
n,B over x is H1(P1

x, E 0
x [n]). To distinguish between étale and group

cohomology, we use Hi
grp denote group cohomology and Hi

ét to denote étale cohomology.
Let Gx := Aut(P1

x/P1
x). The Fq points of π−1(x) are the Gx invariants of H1

ét(P
1
x , E 0

x [n]).
That is, π−1(x)(Fq) = H0

grp(Gx, H1
ét(P

1
x, E 0

x [n])).
We relate this group to H1(P1

x , E 0
x [n]) using the Leray spectral sequence

(3.9)

0 H1
grp(Gx, H0

ét(P
1
x , E 0

x [n])) H1
ét(P

1
x, E 0[n]) H0

grp(Gx, H1
ét(P

1
x, E 0

x [n])) H2
grp(Gx, H0

ét(P
1
x, E 0

x [n])).
θ

When d > 0, we want to show θ is an isomorphism, so it suffices to show H0
ét(P

1
x, E 0

x [n]) =
0. This holds by [dJ02, Lemma 5.15], applicable as d > 0.
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Finally, the statement for d = 0 holds because E 0
x [n] → P1

x is finite so H1
ét(P

1
x, E 0

x [n]) = 0
and

#H1
grp(Gx, H0

ét(P
1
x, E 0

x [n])) = #H0
grp(Gx, H0

ét(P
1
x, E 0

x [n])) = #H0
ét(P

1
x , E 0

x [n]). �

Using Proposition 3.23 we obtain the following precise relation between Fq points of
the fiber of Seld

n,B → W d
B over x when x ∈ W ◦d

B.

Corollary 3.24. With notation as in §2.4, suppose that d > 0. If x ∈ W ◦d
B(Fq),

# Seln(Ex) = #
(

π−1(x)
(
Fq

))
.(3.10)

Proof. Recall #ΦEx = 1 for x ∈ W ◦d
B(Fq) by Remark 3.10. It follows from [Ces16, Propo-

sition 5.4(c)] that Seln(Ex) ≃ H1(P1
x , Ex[n]). Here we are using the identification be-

tween étale and fppf cohomology from [Gro68, Théorème 11.7 1◦]. By Lemma 3.7(1),
H1(P1

x, Ex[n]) ≃ H1(P1
x, E 0

x [n]) for x ∈ W ◦d
B, and so the claim then follows from

Proposition 3.23. �

3.3.1. An upper bound for sizes of Selmer groups. Our only remaining goal in this section is
to prove Corollary 3.27 which gives a uniform bound on the size of the Selmer group in
terms of the number of Fq points of the fiber of Seld

n,B → W d
B over x. This will be useful

for counting Selmer elements associated to x /∈ W ◦d
B. This will follow fairly immediately

from Proposition 3.26 which bounds the size of the Selmer group in terms of the size of
H1(C, E 0[n]) (which we relate to the Selmer space via Proposition 3.23).

To state Proposition 3.26 we introduce some notation.

Notation 3.25. Fix n ≥ 1 and a finite field Fq with (q, n) = 1. Let C be a smooth proper
geometrically connected curve over Fq. Let E be an elliptic curve over the function field
K(C). Let E denote the Néron model of E over C with identity component E 0. Let X
denote the minimal regular proper model of E over C.

In this paper, we will only use the following Proposition 3.26 over C = P1
Fq

. However,
we state it for general curves C over Fq as the proof is no harder. We note that there
appears to be a gap in the proof of the closely related [HLHN14, Proposition 4.3.5] at the
point where the proof of [HLHN14, Proposition 4.3.4] is referenced. We would like to
thank Bao Lê Hùng for confirming that the n = 2 case of Proposition 3.26 provides an
alternate proof of [HLHN14, Proposition 4.3.5].

Proposition 3.26. With notation as in Notation 3.25,

# Seln(E) ≤ #H0 (C, E [n]) · #H1(C, E 0[n]).(3.11)

Proof assuming Lemma 3.28 and Lemma 3.29. By plugging in Lemma 3.29 into Lemma 3.28,
and using the trivial inequality H0(C, E 0[n]) ≥ 1, we conclude # Seln(E)

#H1(C,E 0[n]) ≤ #H0(C, E [n])
and hence (3.11) holds. �

See Example 3.30 for an example where equality in Proposition 3.26 is achieved with
H0(C, E [n]) 6= 0. Before proving Lemma 3.28 and Lemma 3.29, we deduce a corollary we
will need to relate points of the Selmer space to elements of Selmer groups.
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Corollary 3.27. Let d > 0. With notation as in §2.4, suppose x ∈ W
d

B (Fq). Then,

# Seln(Ex) ≤ #H0
(

P1
x, Ex[n]

)
· #

(
π−1(x)

(
Fq

))
≤ n2 · #

(
π−1(x)

(
Fq

))
.(3.12)

Proof. The first inequality follows by plugging in the result of Proposition 3.23 to
Proposition 3.26. The second inequality holds as #H0

(
P1

x, Ex[n]
)

= #Ex[n](Fq(t)) ≤

n2. �

To finish the proof of Proposition 3.26, we now prove Lemma 3.28 and Lemma 3.29.

Lemma 3.28. With notation as in Notation 3.25,

# Seln(E)
#H1(C, E 0[n])

=
#H0(C, E [n])
#H0(C, E 0[n])

·
#X(E)[n]

#H1(C, E 0)[n]
.(3.13)

Proof. The proof will be a sequence of diagram chases. To start, observe that both # Seln(E)
and #H1(C, E 0[n]) are finite, the former by [Poo17, Theorem 8.4.6] and the latter by
Proposition 3.23 (being the number of Fq points of the fiber of a quasi-finite map).

We claim there are exact sequences

(3.14)
0 H0(C,E )

nH0(C,E )
Seln(E) X(E)[n] 0

(3.15) 0 H0(C,E 0)
nH0(C,E 0)

H1(C, E 0[n]) H1(C, E 0)[n] 0.

Indeed, (3.14) follows from [Sil09b, Theorem 4.2(a)] (whose proof is exactly the same over
global fields as over number fields) while (3.15) comes from taking cohomology associ-
ated to the multiplication by n sequence on E

0.
By applying both (3.14) and (3.15), we find

# Seln(E)
#H1(C, E 0[n])

=
# H0(C,E )

nH0(C,E )

# H0(C,E 0)
nH0(C,E 0)

·
#X(E)[n]

#H1(C, E 0)[n]
.(3.16)

To conclude, it suffices to check

# H0(C,E )
nH0(C,E )

# H0(C,E 0)
nH0(C,E 0)

=
#H0(C, E [n])
#H0(C, E 0[n])

(3.17)

For this, we now set up the commutative diagram with vertical maps α, β, and γ defined
below, each given by multiplication by n:

(3.18)

0 H0(C, E 0) H0(C, E ) H0(C, E )/H0(C, E 0) 0

0 H0(C, E 0) H0(C, E ) H0(C, E )/H0(C, E 0) 0.

α β γ

Note that H0(C, E )/H0(C, E 0) is a finite group, being a subgroup of the finite group
H0(C, E /E 0). Hence # ker γ = # coker γ. Also, the kernels and cokernels of α and β
are finite as H0(C, E ) = H0(K(C), E) is a finitely generated abelian group. From the
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snake lemma we have # ker α · # ker γ · # coker β = # ker β · # coker α · # coker γ and hence
# ker α · # coker β = # ker β · # coker α. Rearranging yields # coker β

# coker α =
# ker β
# ker α . This is pre-

cisely (3.17) because ker β = H0(C, E [n]) and ker α = H0(C, E 0[n]). �

We now prove Lemma 3.29, whose proof completes the proof of Proposition 3.26.

Lemma 3.29. With notation as in Notation 3.25,

#X(E)[n] ≤ #H1(C, E 0)[n],(3.19)

with equality holding if H0(C,E /E
0)

H0(C,E )
[n] = 0.

Proof. Using [Ces16, Proposition 4.5(b), (c), and (d)], we have the equality X(E) =
im

(
H1(C, E 0) → H1(C, E )

)
. Therefore, by taking cohomology associated to

(3.20) 0 E 0 E E /E 0 0,

we obtain an exact sequence

(3.21) 0 H0(C,E /E 0)
H0(C,E )

H1(C, E 0) X(E) 0.

To simplify notation, let K := H0(C,E /E 0)
H0(C,E )

. Note that K is finite because E /E 0 is a finite
group scheme. Sending (3.21) to itself via multiplication by n and applying the snake
lemma, we obtain an exact sequence

(3.22) 0 K[n] H1(C, E 0)[n] X(E)[n] K/nK.

Therefore, #K[n] · #X(E)[n] ≤ #H1(C, E 0)[n] · #K/nK. However, since K is a finite group,
#K[n] = #K/nK, and hence #X(E)[n] ≤ #H1(C, E 0)[n]. Since #K/nK = #K[n], (3.22)
yields equality in (3.19) if K[n] = 0. �

To conclude, we give an example where equality in Proposition 3.26 is achieved, but
H0(C, E [n]) 6= 0.

Example 3.30. With notation as in Notation 3.25, it is indeed possible that Seln(E) >

H1(C, E 0[n]) in the statement of Proposition 3.26 when E has nontrivial torsion points
defined over K(C). We produce an example in the case C = P1

F7
. Observe that

by [CP80, Theorem 5.1], in order for H0(P1
k , E [n]) 6= 0, n must have a prime factor

≤ 7. We claim Sel3(E) > H1(C, E 0[3]) for E the elliptic curve over F7(t) defined by
y2z + txyz + (t3 + 3)yz2 = x3. The Magma [BCP97] code

F<t> :=FunctionField(GF(7));

E := EllipticCurve([t,0,t^3+3,0,0]);

MordellWeilGroup(E);

LocalInformation(E);

verifies H0(P1
F7

, E ) = E(F7(t)) = Z/3Z, E /E 0 ≃ Z/3Z, and further E has two places
of bad reduction: one of type I1 and the other of type I3. By [dJ02, Lemma 5.15], we
have H0(P1

F7
, E 0[3]) = 0 and so the nontrivial 3 torsion points necessarily meet the

two non-identity components of E in the fiber of type I3 reduction. Hence, the map
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H0(P1
F7

, E ) → H0(P1
F7

, E /E 0) is surjective. Therefore, the inequality of Lemma 3.29 is
an equality. Combining this with #H0(P1

F7
, E 0) = 1, #H0(P1

F7
, E ) = 3, and Lemma 3.28,

we find # Sel3(E) = #H0(P1
F7

, E [3]) · #H1(C, E 0[3]) = 3 · #H1(C, E 0[3]).

4. THE MONODROMY OF THE SELMER SPACE

In this section, for k a field with char(k) ∤ 2n, we constrain im ρd
n,k

, as defined in
Definition 4.2, in Theorem 4.4. The resulting corollary, Corollary 4.11, is the only result
of this section which will be used to prove Theorem 1.2 in §5.

The outline of this section is as follows. In §4.1 we define the monodromy representa-
tion associated to the Selmer space and state the main result of this section, Theorem 4.4.
In §4.2 we analyze the divisor Dd

sing,Z[1/2] in a compactification of W ◦d
Z[1/2] and prove

this divisor is smooth over an open set meeting all fibers over Spec Z[1/2]. In §4.3 we
compare the monodromy in characteristic 0 and characteristic p. Finally, in §4.4 we prove
Theorem 4.4 and use this to compute the number of components of the n-Selmer space.

4.1. The monodromy representation. In Definition 3.3, we constructed an algebraic
space Seld

n,B which is quasifinite over the parameter space for Weierstrass equations W d
B .

By Corollary 3.22, we know that Seld
n,B represents a locally constant sheaf of rank 12d − 4

free Z/nZ modules over the open W ◦d
B ⊂ W d

B defined in Definition 3.9. We now intro-
duce notation for the free module on which π1(W

◦d
B) acts and then define the associated

monodromy representation.

Definition 4.1. Let E be an elliptic curve over k(t), for k a field with char(k) ∤ n. Let
j : Spec k(t) →֒ P1

k denote the inclusion of the generic point. Let VE,n := H1(P1
k
, j∗Ek[n]).

If B is an integral base scheme with 2n invertible on B, η denotes the generic point of
P1

B ×B W d
B , and f : UW d

B → P1
B ×B W d

k is the natural map, define Vd
n := Vf−1(η),n.

Using this, we can define the monodromy representation associated to the Selmer
space.

Definition 4.2. For d > 0, and B an integral noetherian scheme, the locally constant rank
12d − 4 sheaf of free Z/nZ modules Seℓ◦d

n,B induces the monodromy representation (or
Galois representation)

ρd
n,B : π1(W

◦d
B) → GL(Vd

n ) ≃ GL12d−4(Z/nZ).(4.1)

For an integral noetherian scheme B with geometric generic point η, we call im ρd
n,B ⊂

GL12d−4(Z/nZ) the monodromy of the n-Selmer space of height d over B and im ρd
n,η ⊂

GL12d−4(Z/nZ) the geometric monodromy of the n-Selmer space of height d over B.

Remark 4.3. Technically speaking, we should keep track of base points in our fundamen-
tal groups. However, as we will ultimately be concerned with integral base schemes B,
changing basepoint only changes the map ρd

n,k by conjugation. Since we will only care
about the image of ρd

n,k, we will omit the basepoint from our notation.
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Recall from §2.2 that for (V, Q) a quadratic space over Z, we have O∗
−1(Q) ⊂ O(Q) de-

fined as the kernel of the −1-spinor norm. The main result of this section is the following,
which is proven in §4.4.

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that k is a field of characteristic prime to 2n. For d ≥ 2, there is
a non-degenerate quadratic space (Vd

Z, Qd
Z) over Z whose reduction modn is (Vd

n , Qd
n) :=

(Vd
Z ⊗Z Z/nZ, Qd

Z ⊗Z Z/nZ), such that the following holds. Let rn : O(Qd
Z) → O(Qd

n) de-
note the induced reduction modn map. Then, the images of the monodromy representation ρd

n,k :

π1(W
◦d

k) → GL(Vd
n ) and geometric monodromy representation ρd

n,k
: π1(W

◦d
k
) → GL(Vd

n ) of

Definition 4.2 satisfy rn(O∗
−1(Q

d
Z)) ⊂ im ρd

n,k
⊂ im ρd

n,k ⊂ O(Qd
n).

Remark 4.5. The quadratic form Qd
n appearing in the statement of Theorem 4.4 is explic-

itly determined in [dJF11, p. 786]. That is, Qd
n is the reduction modn of the quadratic

form Qd
Z associated to U⊕(2d−2) ⊕ (−E8)

⊕d, for U a hyperbolic plane and −E8 the E8
lattice with the negative of its usual pairing.

We next sketch the idea for proving Theorem 4.4, whose proof will occupy much of the
remainder of the section.

Idea of proof of Theorem 4.4. First, in the case k = C, Theorem 4.4 follows from [dJF11,
Theorem 4.10]. Therefore, the content of Theorem 4.4 is to show it holds over fields k of
positive characteristic not equal to 2. To transfer the monodromy to positive characteristic,
the key issue is showing that ρd

n,k
factors through the tame fundamental group, meaning

that a compactification of the corresponding cover has no ramification orders dividing
char(k). We have shown in Corollary 4.8 that there are two divisors in the boundary of
W

◦d
Z[1/2] whose smooth locus over Z[1/2] is dense in all fibers over Spec Z[1/2]. By ap-

plying the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, we can replace W ◦d
Z[1/2] by an open subscheme

U ⊂ P1, and use the above mentioned smoothness to conclude that the intersection of L
with these boundary divisors is étale over Spec Z[1/2]. A version of Abhyankar’s lemma
then implies that ρd

n,k
factors through the tame fundamental group, implying that im ρd

n,k
agrees with im ρd

n,C.

4.2. Analyzing the boundary divisors. In this section we introduce a compactification
of W

◦d
B and determine the divisors in the complement of W

◦d
B. By showing these divisors

are generically smooth in fibers over B, we will be able to conclude that the generic ram-
ification orders of the Selmer space over these divisors are tame, which will allow us to
compare the monodromy associated to the Selmer space in characteristic 0 and character-
istic p.

The main divisor of interest is Dd
sing,B, introduced in Definition 3.11. We next show this

is a relative effective Cartier divisor. To do so, we will want to understand its fibers over
B. This will use the following lemma, concretely connecting it to Cd

B of Definition 3.11 in
certain cases.

Lemma 4.6. For Spec k a point of Spec Z[1/2], we have Dd
sing,k = Cd

k .
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Proof. By construction, Dd
sing,k is the base change of Dd

sing,Z[1/2] so we only need to show

Cd
k is the base change of Cd

Z[1/2]. The map π1 of Definition 3.11 is proper and Cd
B is reduced

whenever B is reduced by Lemma 3.13. This implies that Cd
k , the scheme theoretic image

of Ψd
k under π1, is simply the reduced subscheme of A12d+3

k whose underlying set is given
by the set-theoretic image of the map π1 from (3.2). So indeed, Cd

k is the base change of
Cd

Z[1/2] to Spec k, and hence agrees with Dd
sing,k. �

We can now use the above lemmas to show Dd
sing,B is a relative effective Cartier divisor.

Proposition 4.7. For B a scheme with 2 invertible on B, the subscheme Dd
sing,B ⊂ A12d+3

B as in
Definition 3.11 is a relative effective Cartier divisor over B. In the case that B = Spec k for k a
field, Dd

sing,B is geometrically integral.

Proof. Since the property of being a relative effective Cartier divisor is preserved under
base change, to verify the first statement, it suffices to verify the universal case that B =
Spec Z[1/2]. By the equivalence of various notions of effective relative Cartier divisor
[BLR90, §8.2, Lemma 6], it suffices to check Dd

sing,B is Cartier and is Cartier in each fiber.

Since A12d+3
Z[1/2] is regular, the notions of Cartier divisor and Weil divisor coincide, and so it

suffices to check that Dd
sing,Z[1/2] is a Weil divisor which is geometrically integral on each

fiber over Z[1/2].
Let R be either Z[1/2] or any residue field of Z[1/2] over a prime ideal of Z[1/2]. To

check Dd
sing,R is a Weil divisor in A12d+3

R , we note that by Lemma 4.6 Dd
sing,R = Cd

R, and so

we wish to check Cd
R is a Weil divisor. Since the map π1 is quasi-finite, dim Cd

R = dim Ψd
R +

dim YR = 12d + 2 + dim R. Since schemes of finite type over Spec Z are catenary, we
obtain that Dd

sing,R is indeed a divisor in A12d+3
R . Finally, in the case R is one of the residue

fields of Z[1/2], Dd
sing,R is geometrically integral because it is the image of the scheme Ψd

R,
which is geometrically integral by Lemma 3.13. �

Using Proposition 4.7, we verify that Dd
sing,Z[1/2] has smooth locus meeting all fibers

over Spec Z[1/2]. For the statement of the next corollary, recall that W ◦d
Z[1/2] was con-

structed as a fiberwise dense open subscheme of an affine space A12d+3
Z[1/2], and so it embeds

as a fiberwise dense open in P12d+3
Z[1/2] via the composition W

◦d
Z[1/2] ⊂ A12d+3

Z[1/2] ⊂ P12d+3
Z[1/2].

Corollary 4.8. The complement P12d+3
Z[1/2]−W ◦d

Z[1/2] has two irreducible components, Dd
sing,Z[1/2]

and P12d+3
Z[1/2] − A12d+3

Z[1/2], both of which are relative effective Cartier divisors and remain irreducible

over each point of Spec Z[1/2]. Further, P12d+3
Z[1/2] −A12d+3

Z[1/2] is smooth over Spec Z[1/2] and there

is a dense open subscheme U ⊂ Dd
sing,Z[1/2] meeting each fiber over Spec Z[1/2] nontrivially

such that U is smooth over Z[1/2].

Proof. First, P12d+3
Z[1/2] − A12d+3

Z[1/2] is simply a projective space of dimension 12d + 2 over
Spec Z[1/2], and hence certainly a smooth relative effective Cartier divisor.
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Therefore, it suffices to show that A12d+3
Z[1/2] − W ◦d

Z[1/2] has only one irreducible compo-

nent which is a relative effective Cartier divisor, given by Dd
sing,Z[1/2], and that Dd

sing,Z[1/2]
possesses a dense open U as in the statement of the corollary. The irreducibility and rela-
tive dimension statements follow from Proposition 4.7.

To conclude, we verify the existence of U. It suffices to check that Dd
sing,Z[1/2] is smooth

along an open subscheme of each fiber over B. Because Dd
sing,Z[1/2] is a relative Cartier

divisor by Proposition 4.7, it is flat over Spec Z[1/2], and so we only need check it that
Dd

sing,Z[1/2] it is generically smooth in each fiber over Spec Z[1/2]. This generic smooth-
ness follows from the fact that it is geometrically integral in each fiber over Spec Z[1/2],
as again was shown in Proposition 4.7. �

4.3. Monodromy comparison. Using Corollary 4.8, we can establish tameness of the
cover corresponding to im ρd

n,k
for k a field of positive characteristic, and deduce that

this group does not depend on the characteristic of k, at least when char(k) ∤ 2n. The idea
of the proof is to check that the im ρd

n,k
cover associated to Seld

n,k is tamely ramified over
the boundary divisors of Corollary 4.8. This will allow us to employ the specialization
map (which only exists for tame fundamental groups) relating im ρd

n,k
and im ρd

n,Q
.

Proposition 4.9. For n > 0, suppose char(k) ∤ 2n and d > 0. Then, im ρd
n,k

= im ρd
n,Q

.

Proof. Note that ρd
n,k

corresponds to a connected im ρd
n,k

finite étale cover of W ◦d
k
. Since

geometric connectedness is preserved upon base extension between fields, the statement
holds when char(k) = 0. Therefore, for the rest of the proof we assume char(k) =: p with
p ∤ 2n.

Take S := Spec O
sh
Z[1/2n],p, the strict henselization of the local ring at (p) ⊂ Z[1/2n]. The

surjection π1(W
◦d

Q
) → im ρd

n,Q
induced by the Selmer space corresponds to a Galois con-

nected finite étale cover T
Q
→ W ◦d

Q
with Galois group im ρd

n,Q
. We next construct a finite

extension S′ of S such that im ρd
n,S′ = im ρd

n,Q
. By writing Q as the colimit over all finite

extensions of Q, we may find a finite extension K of Q and a cover TK → W ◦d
K so that the

base change of this cover to Q is TQ → W ◦d
Q

. This yields a surjection π1(W
◦d

K) ։ im ρd
n,Q

.

By replacing S by a finite ramified extension S′, we may assume Spec K factors through
S′. Now, relabel S′ by S and let η denote the generic point of this newly constructed
scheme S. We claim that im ρd

n,Q
= im ρd

n,S. Indeed, since the map π1(W
◦d

η) → π1(W
◦d

S)

is surjective due to normality of W ◦d
S, we obtain im ρd

n,η = im ρd
n,S. Further, because

im ρd
n,K = im ρd

n,Q
by construction of K, the containments im ρd

n,Q
⊂ im ρd

n,η ⊂ im ρd
n,K

implies im ρd
n,η = im ρd

n,Q
.

Since the residue field of S is Fp, to conclude the proof, we claim it is enough to show
that T ×S Spec Fp is connected. Indeed, this will imply that for any field k of characteristic
p, T ×S Spec k remains connected. Since the connected scheme T ×S Spec Fp is then the
Galois closure of the cover Seld

n,k → W d
k

, we obtain that the order of the monodromy group
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im ρd
n,k

is equal to the order of im ρd
n,Q

= im ρd
n,S because the corresponding covers T and

T ×S Spec Fp have the same degree. Since the orders agree and we have a containment
im ρd

n,k
⊂ im ρd

n,S, this containment must in fact be an equality.

Hence, it remains to verify T ×S Spec Fp is connected. To do so, we will intersect W ◦d
S

with a suitable line. We next construct this line. Let W ◦d
S →֒ P12d+3

S denote the open
embedding described in Corollary 4.8. We claim that for a general line L ≃ P1

S with
L ⊂ P12d+3

S , the map πét
1 (L

Q
∩ W ◦d

Q
) → πét

1 (W
◦d

Q
) is surjective. This follows from the

Lefschetz hyperplane theorem applied over the complex numbers [GM88, Part II, Theo-
rem 1.2] and invariance of the fundamental group of a quasi-projective variety upon base
change between algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0 [Lan20] or [R71, Exposé XIII,
Proposition 4.6].

Given any L as above, let U := L ∩ W ◦d
S and let D := L − U. From the connected

finite étale cover T → W ◦d
S, we obtain a finite étale cover TU := T ×

W ◦d
S

U → U which is

connected because for any L as above, πét
1 (L

Q
∩ W ◦d

Q
) → πét

1 (W
◦d

Q
) is surjective. Then,

TU corresponds to a surjective map π1(U) ։ π1(W
◦d

S) ։ im ρd
n,Q

⊂ GL(Vd
n ).

For any such L, suppose we knew that TU ×S Spec Fp is connected. Then, we claim
T ×S Spec Fp must also be connected. Indeed, if T ×S Spec Fp were disconnected, it is nec-
essarily a disjoint union of two nonempty finite étale covers of W d

Fp
, and so its restriction to

U would also be a disjoint union of two nonempty finite étale covers, hence disconnected.
Therefore, in order to verify T ×S Spec Fp is connected, and hence that im ρd

n,k
= im ρd

n,S it

is enough to find a line L as above so that TU ×S Spec Fp is connected.
To prove TU ×S Spec Fp is connected, we want to apply [R71, Exposé XIII, 2.10] in (4.2)

below. For this we will need to verify that D is étale over S and TU → U is tamely
ramified. In fact, by relative Abhyankar’s lemma [R71, Exposé XIII, Proposition 5.5] it
suffices to verify that D is a relative effective Cartier divisor which is étale over S, as this
then implies the cover TU → U corresponding to the monodromy representation ρd

n,S is
tamely ramified.

Using Corollary 4.8, D is obtained as the intersection of L with the two divisors
P12d+3

S − A12d+3
S and Dd

sing,S. Both of these divisors are smooth along a dense open meet-
ing the special fiber over S by Corollary 4.8. This is the step we use that 2 ∤ char(k), see
Remark 1.10. Hence, since L was chosen generally, we may arrange by applications of
Bertini’s theorem that D is étale over S, as we now explain. First, by choosing L gener-
ically, we may assume by Bertini’s theorem that its intersection with D has generic and
special fiber which both have degree equal to the degree of Dd

sing,S plus the degree of

P12d+3
S − A12d+3

S . Properness of L ∩ D implies L ∩ D is finite over S, with both its special
and generic fiber having the same degree. Therefore, L ∩ D is flat over S. By Bertini’s
theorem, we may arrange that the special fiber L ∩ D is étale over Spec Fp, and therefore
we obtain that L ∩ D is flat with étale special fiber, hence étale over S, as we wanted to
show. Therefore, relative Abhyankar’s lemma [R71, Exposé XIII, Proposition 5.5] implies
ρd

n,S is tamely ramified.
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We now conclude the proof by showing how tameness of TU → U implies TU ×S
Spec Fp is connected, and hence im ρd

n,k
= im ρd

n,Q
. Since πét

1 (U) → im ρd
n,Q

factors

through πtame
1 (U) we obtain a commutative diagram

(4.2)

πtame
1 (U

Q
) πét

1 (U) πét
1 (W

◦d
S)

πtame
1 (UFp

) πtame
1 (U) GL(Vd

n ).

sp

The surjective map sp : πtame
1 (UQ) → πtame

1 (UFp
) is the specialization map (see [OV00,

Théoréme 4.4 and Proposition 5.1], or alternatively [R71, Exposé XIII, 2.10]). By construc-
tion, the image of πtame

1 (UQ) ≃ πét
1 (UQ) in GL(Vd

n ) is im ρd
n,Q

. By commutativity of the

diagram and surjectivity of sp, it follows πtame
1 (UFp

) also has image im ρd
n,Q

. Since the

map πtame
1 (UFp

) → im ρd
n,Q

corresponds to the finite étale cover TU ×S Spec Fp surjectiv-

ity of πtame
1 (UFp

) ։ im ρd
n,Q

implies TU ×S Spec Fp is connected. �

4.4. Computing the Monodromy and number of components. Using Proposition 4.9
and the computation of the monodromy over C from [dJF11, Theorem 4.10], we can now
prove Theorem 4.4. Following this, we compute the number of components of the Selmer
space.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. First, π1(W
◦d

k
) →֒ π1(W

◦d
k) induces an inclusion im ρd

n,k
⊂ im ρd

n,k.

Observe that the quadratic form Qd
n is preserved by the action of π1(W

◦d
k) as it is induced

by a natural cup product and Poincaré duality, (as described in [dJF11, p. 784-785] and
also [ASD73, p. 253-254],) functorial under the action of π1(W

◦d
k). It follows that im ρd

n,k ⊂

O(Qd
n). It remains to show rn(O∗

−1(Q
d
Z)) ⊂ im ρd

n,k
.

By Proposition 4.9 it suffices to calculate im ρd
n,k

in the case k = C. The result then
essentially follows from [dJF11, Theorem 4.10], as we now explain. In [dJF11, Theorem
4.10], it is implicitly assumed d ≥ 2, as stated in the first line of the proof of [dJF11,
Theorem 4.9]. This hypothesis is used in [dJF11, p. 787, lines 25-28] to ensure that a
particular related Dynkin diagram “contains a certain subdiagram with 6 vertices.”

At this point, it may be helpful for the reader to recall our constructions of the Selmer
stack Seld

n,B and moduli stack of minimal Weierstrass models W
d
B from Definition 3.4.

Since Sel◦d
n,C → W

◦d
C is a quotient of Sel◦d

n,C → W ◦d
C by the action of the smooth con-

nected algebraic group G2d+1
a ⋊Gm, the monodromy representation associated to the map

on the coarse spaces of Sel◦d
n,C → W

◦d
C has the same image as the representation ρd

n,C as-

sociated to Sel◦d
n,C → W ◦d

C. The previous statement can be verified algebraically, though
it is even easier to verify it topologically, which is viable as we are working over C. In
[dJF11, Theorem 4.10], it is shown that for d ≥ 2, the resulting monodromy map on coarse
spaces has image containing rn(O∗

−1(Q
d
Z)). Hence the same is true of ρd

n,C. Note here that
we are using O∗

−1(Q
d
Z) and not O∗

+1(Q
d
Z) (see §2.2) since in the proof of [dJF11, Theorem
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4.10], [Ebe87, Theorem 5.4.3] is applied to the lattice Vd
Z, which satisfies the hypotheses of

the beginning of [Ebe87, §5.3] for ε = −1.
Finally, non-degeneracy of Qd

n follows from the explicit description of Qd
n, see

Remark 4.5. �

We next record a standard lemma on monodromy actions for completeness. This will
enable us to relate the geometric monodromy of the Selmer space to the number of its
irreducible components.

Lemma 4.10. Let U be a noetherian integral normal scheme and let ρ : π1(U) → GL(V) denote
the monodromy representation associated to a finite étale cover π : X → U representing a sheaf of
free Z/nZ modules. The irreducible components of X can be bijectively identified with orbits of ρ
on V.

Proof. Let η denote the generic point of U and let Xη the generic fiber of π. Observe
that Xη has deg π distinct geometric points. Two such geometric points lie in the same
irreducible component if and only if there is some element of π1(η) taking one to the
other. Therefore, the set of irreducible components of X is identified with orbits of the
action of π1(η). These orbits are in turn identified with orbits of the action of ρ via the
map π1(η) ։ π1(U), which is surjective because U is integral and normal [R71, Exposé
V, Proposition 8.2]. Hence, the number irreducible components of X dominating U is the
same as the number of orbits of ρ on V. Finally, because X → U is étale, all irreducible
components dominate U, so the number of irreducible components of X is the number of
orbits of ρ on V. �

We now determine the number of irreducible components of the Selmer space.

Corollary 4.11. For k a field of characteristic prime to 2n and d ≥ 2, the cover Seld
n,k → W d

k has
∑m|n m irreducible components, all of which are geometrically irreducible and dominate W d

k .

Proof. Because the formation of Seld
n,k is compatible with base change on the field k, it

suffices to show that for any field k, Seld
n,k → W d

k has ∑m|n m irreducible components, all
of which dominate W d

k . Indeed, having ∑m|n m irreducible components over both k and k

implies all irreducible components must be geometrically irreducible. Because Seld
n,k → W d

k
is étale, all irreducible components dominate W

d
k .

It remains to show Seld
n,k has ∑m|n m irreducible components. The irreducible compo-

nents of Seld
n,k are the identified with the orbits of im ρd

n,k ⊂ GL(Vd
n ) on Vd

n by Lemma 4.10.
Recall that a vector α in a free Z/nZ module A is primitive if α cannot be written in the
form mα′ with m non-invertible in Z/nZ. It is shown in [dJF11, Lemma 4.12] and its
proof that for each i ∈ Z/nZ, the set of primitive vectors v ∈ Vd

n with Qd
n(v) = i form a

single orbit under the action of both rn(O∗
−1(Q

d
Z)) and O(Qd

n), for rn as in the statement
of Theorem 4.4. Therefore, by Theorem 4.4, the set of primitive vectors form a single orbit
under the action of ρd

n,k
. Hence, there are n orbits of im ρd

n,k
corresponding to primitive

vectors. For every non-primitive vector v ∈ Vd
n , there is a unique t | n so that v = tv′

for v′ primitive. We now partition Vd
n by this value of t. For each t | n, we can identify

the action of im ρd
n,k

on t · (Vd
n ) with the action of im ρd

n/t,k
on Vd

n/t. As shown above this
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action has n/t orbits whose union is the set of primitive vectors. We therefore have that
the total number of orbits is ∑t|n

n
t = ∑m|n m. �

5. COMPLETING THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2

We are nearly ready to prove our main theorem, Theorem 1.2, and the proof is com-
pleted in §5.1, at the end of this section. To start, due to the fact that Seld

n,B is only an
algebraic space and not a scheme, we need the following slight generalization of the Lang-
Weil estimate.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose X is a algebraic space of finite type over Z. Let q be a prime power so that
dim XFq = d. Then, if XFq is geometrically integral, #X(Fq) = qd + OX(qd−1/2).

Proof. Although X may not be a scheme, it has a dense open subspace which is a scheme
by [Ols16, Theorem 6.4.1]. To apply [Ols16, Theorem 6.4.1], we are using that X is quasi-
separated because it is finite type over Z. Therefore, via noetherian induction, we can
write X as a finite union of locally closed subspaces which are schemes, so that every Fq
point of X factors through one of these locally closed subspaces. Then, the claim follows
from [Poo17, Theorem 7.7.1(ii)] applied to each of these locally closed subspaces. �

We next clarify our convention on counting points of stacks, and state a lemma which
will enable us to relate the point counts for the stack Seld

n,B and the algebraic space Seld
n,B.

Definition 5.2. Let X an algebraic stack of finite type over Z. For x ∈ X , let Autx :=
x ×X x denote the automorphism group scheme of X at x. Then, define #X (Fq) :=
∑x∈X (Fq)

1
# Autx(Fq)

.

Lemma 5.3. Let X be a smooth algebraic space of finite type over an open subscheme S ⊂ Spec Z

and let G be a smooth group scheme over S with geometrically connected nonempty fibers, with an
action on X. Let X := [X/G]. Then,

#X
(
Fq

)
= #G

(
Fq

)
· #X (Fq).

Proof. After base changing along Spec Fq → Spec Z, we can assume that X, G, and X

lie over Spec Fq. The claim is then established in [Beh93, Lemma 2.5.1], whose proof
essentially amounts to the orbit stabilizer theorem. �

Using the above lemmas in conjunction with the relations between points of the Selmer
space and sizes of Selmer groups from Corollary 3.24 and Corollary 3.27, we can relate
the number of points of the Selmer space to the number of Selmer elements for elliptic
curves.

Proposition 5.4. Fix d > 0.
(1) For a fixed prime power q with gcd(q, 2) = 1,

#W
d
Z[1/2](Fq) = ∑

E/Fq(t), h(E)=d

1
# Aut(E)

.(5.1)

(2) Letting q range over prime powers with gcd(q, 2n) = 1,

#Seldn,Z[1/2n](Fq) =
(

1 + On,d(q
−1/2)

)
∑

E/Fq(t), h(E)=d

# Seln(E)
# Aut(E)

.(5.2)
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Proof. We first prove (5.1). For q prime to 2, we just need to check that elliptic curves
over Fq(t) of height d are in bijection with W

d
Z[1/2](Fq), so that this bijection respects

automorphisms group sizes. This follows because every elliptic curve over Fq(t) can be
expressed in terms of a minimal Weierstrass equation y2z = x3 + a2(s, t)x2z+ a4(s, t)xz2 +
a6(s, t)z3, and two are isomorphic precisely if they are related by the G2d+1

a ⋊ Gm action
of Definition 3.4, see [dJ02, 4.8 and Lemma 4.9].

We next prove (5.2). Using the identification discussed in the previous paragraph
between W

d
Z[1/2](Fq) and elliptic curves over Fq(t) of height d, Lemma 5.3 applied to

Seld
n,Z[1/2n] =

[
Seld

n,Z[1/2n]/G2d+1
a ⋊ Gm

]
and W

d
Z[1/2n] =

[
W d

Z[1/2n]/G2d+1
a ⋊ Gm

]
reduces

the issue to showing #Seld
n,Z[1/2n](Fq) = (1 + On,d(q−1/2)) ∑

x∈W d
Z[1/2n](Fq)

# Seln(Ex). Let

π : Seld
n,Z[1/2n] → W d

Z[1/2n] denote the projection. Using Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 3.24,
we have the lower bound

#Seld
n,Z[1/2n](Fq) = (1 + On,d(q

−1/2))#Sel◦d
n,Z[1/2n](Fq)

≤ (1 + On,d(q
−1/2)) ∑

x∈W d
Z[1/2n](Fq)

#
(

π−1(x)(Fq)
)

= (1 + On,d(q
−1/2)) ∑

x∈W d
Z[1/2n](Fq)

# Seln(Ex).

By Lemma 5.1, Corollary 3.24, and Corollary 3.27, we have the upper bound

#Seld
n,Z[1/2n](Fq) = #π−1(W ◦d

Z[1/2n])(Fq) + #π−1(W d
Z[1/2n] − W

◦d
Z[1/2n])(Fq)

= (1 + On,d(q
−1/2))

(
#π−1(W ◦d

Z[1/2n])(Fq) + n2 · #π−1(W d
Z[1/2n] − W

◦d
Z[1/2n])(Fq)

)

= (1 + On,d(q
−1/2))


 ∑

x∈W ◦d
Z[1/2n](Fq)

#π−1(x)(Fq) + n2 · ∑
x∈(W d

Z[1/2n]−W ◦d
Z[1/2n])(Fq)

#π−1(x)(Fq)




≥ (1 + On,d(q
−1/2))


 ∑

x∈W d
Z[1/2n](Fq)

# Seln(Ex) + n2 · ∑
x∈(W d

Z[1/2n]−W ◦d
Z[1/2n])(Fq)

# Seln(Ex)

n2




≥ (1 + On,d(q
−1/2))


 ∑

x∈W d
Z[1/2n](Fq)

# Seln(Ex) + ∑
x∈(W d

Z[1/2n]−W ◦d
Z[1/2n])(Fq)

# Seln(Ex)




= (1 + On,d(q
−1/2)) ∑

x∈W d
Z[1/2n](Fq)

# Seln(Ex).

Combining the upper and lower bounds above yields (5.2). �

We are finally ready to prove our main theorem, Theorem 1.2. Our strategy is to com-
bine the preceding results in this section to relate the left hand side of (1.2) to the number
of geometric components of Seld

n,Fq
, which is ∑m|n m by Corollary 4.11.
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5.1. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We first argue one may ignore the contributions from elliptic
curves of height 0. We have #W

0
Fq
(Fq) < q3 (corresponding to choices of a2i(s, t) ∈ Fq

for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}). Since height 0 elliptic curves E have ΦE = 1, we obtain E 0 ≃ E and
Seln(E) ≃ H1(P1, E [l]) ≃ H1(P1, E 0[l]) by [Ces16, Proposition 5.4(c)]. Therefore, by
Proposition 3.23, each elliptic curve has n-Selmer group of size at most H0(P1

Fq
, E 0[n]) =

E[n](Fq(t)) ≤ n2. Hence, the contribution to the numerator and denominator in the defi-
nition of Average≤d(Seln /Fq(t)) from (1.1) coming from height 0 curves is at most n2 · q3.
We can safely ignore this contribution in the large q limit for d > 0 because the number
of isomorphism classes of elliptic curves of height d over Fq(t) is on the order of 2 · q10d+1

by [dJ02, Proposition 4.16].
We next claim that the contribution to both the numerator and denominator in the

definition of Average≤d(Seln /Fq(t)) from (1.1) coming from elliptic curves of height < d
and the closed locus of elliptic curves with more than 2 automorphisms be ignored in
the large q limit. Indeed, these contributions can be bounded by applying Proposition 5.4
to relate them to points of W

d
Z[1/2] and Seld

n,Z[1/2n], applying Lemma 5.3 to relate them

to points of W d
Z[1/2] and Seld

n,Z[1/2n], and Lemma 5.1 to bound the resulting contribution.
Therefore, we obtain that

lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

∑
E/Fq(t), h(E)≤d

# Seln(E)

#
{

E : E/Fq(t), h(E) ≤ d
} = lim

q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

∑
E/Fq(t)
h(E)=d

# Seln(E)
2

∑
E/Fq(t)
h(E)=d

1
2

= lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

∑
E/Fq(t)
h(E)=d

# Seln(E)
# Aut(E)

∑
E/Fq(t)
h(E)=d

1
# Aut(E)

.(5.4)

By applying Proposition 5.4 and Lemma 5.3 to both the numerator and denominator of
(5.4), we see

lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

∑
E/Fq(t), h(E)=d

# Seln(E)
# Aut(E)

∑
E/Fq(t)
h(E)=d

1
# Aut(E)

= lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

#Seld
n,Z[1/2n](Fq)

#W
d
Z[1/2](Fq)

= lim
q→∞

gcd(q,2n)=1

#Seld
n,Z[1/2n](Fq)

#W d
Z[1/2](Fq)

.(5.5)

Note also that each irreducible component of Seld
n,Z[1/2n] has geometrically irreducible

fiber over Spec Fp → Spec Z[1/2n]: indeed, this follows from Corollary 4.11 and
Proposition 4.9, the latter implying that the reduction modulo p of any component with
geometrically irreducible generic fiber is again a geometrically irreducible. Hence, using
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this, the fact that W
d

Z[1/2] has a single irreducible component which is geometrically irre-
ducible, and Lemma 5.1, the ratio in (5.5) is simply the number of irreducible components
of Seld

n,Z[1/2n]. This number of components is ∑m|n m for d ≥ 2 by Corollary 4.11. �
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